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Executive Summary

Phrases like “[t]he pandemic which has just swept round the earth has been without precedent” have been commonly read or heard throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. At the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, there was a race to restrict mobility, undertake health surveillance to determine the source or cause of local outbreaks, and secure personal protective equipment for healthcare workers and domestic populations. Further and as in past health emergencies, there were efforts to collect and leverage available information to make sense of the spread of the disease, understand the nature of supply chains so as to determine what equipment was available to treat those affected by the disease or provide assistance to those afflicted with it, as well as to understand how the novel coronavirus was transmitted and its effects so as to develop vaccines to mitigate its worst repercussions.

In, “Pandemic Privacy: A preliminary analysis of collection technologies, data collection laws, and legislative reform during COVID-19,” we undertake a preliminary comparative analysis of how different information technologies were mobilized in response to COVID-19 to collect data, the extent to which Canadian health or privacy or emergencies laws impeded the response to COVID-19, and ultimately, the potential consequences of reforming data protection or privacy laws to enable more expansive data collection, use, or disclosure of personal information in future health emergencies. In analyzing how data has been collected in the United States, United Kingdom, and Canada, we found that while many of the data collection methods could be mapped onto a trajectory of past collection practices, the breadth and extent of data collection in tandem with how communications networks were repurposed constituted novel technological responses to a health crisis. Similarly, while the intersection of public and private interests in providing healthcare and government services is not new, the ability for private companies such as Google and Apple to forcefully shape some of the technology-enabled pandemic responses speaks to the significant ability of private companies to guide or direct public health measures that rely on contemporary smartphone technologies. While we found that the uses of technologies were linked to historical efforts to combat the spread of disease, the nature and extent of private surveillance to enable public action was arguably unprecedented.

Turning from the technologies involved to collect data, we shift to an analysis of how Canadian law enabled governmental collections, uses, and disclosures of personal information and how legislation that was in force before the outbreak of COVID-19 empowered governments to overcome any legal hurdles that might have prevented state agencies from using data to address COVID-19 in Canada. Despite possessing this lawful authority,

however, governments of Canada were often accused of inadequately responding to the pandemic, and they, in turn, sometimes suggested or indicated that privacy legislation impaired their abilities to act. These concerns have precedent insofar as they were raised following the 2003 SARS pandemic, but they were then—as now—found to be meritless: privacy legislation has not been an impediment to data collection, use, or sharing, despite claims to the contrary. The challenges faced by governments across Canada were, in fact, preceded and linked to poor governmental policies and capabilities to collect, use, and share data just as in past health crises.

Perhaps partially in response to perceptions that privacy rights afforded to Canadians impeded the pandemic response, the federal government of Canada introduced legislation in August 2020 (which ultimately did not get passed into law due to an election) that would both have reified existing exemptions to privacy protections while empowering private companies to collect, use, and disclose personal information for further ‘socially beneficial practices’ without first obtaining individuals’ consent. While it is hardly unprecedented for governments to draft and introduce privacy legislation that would expand how personal information might be used, the exclusion of human rights to balance commercial uses of personal information stands as a novel decision where such legislation is now regularly linked with explicit human rights protections.

This report proceeds as follows. After a short introduction in Section one, we present the methodologies we used in Section two. Section three turns to how contemporary digital technologies were used to collect data in the United States, United Kingdom, and Canada. Our principal finding is that collection efforts were constrained by the ways in which private companies chose to enable data collection, particularly in the case of contact tracing and exposure notifications, and by how these companies choose to share data that was under their control and how data was repurposed for assisting in containing COVID-19. The breadth and extent of data collection was unprecedented when compared to past health crises.

In Section four, we focus on Canadian legal concerns regarding the extent to which privacy and civil liberties protections affected how the federal and provincial governments handled data in their responses to the COVID-19 pandemic. We find that privacy legislation did not establish any notable legal barriers for collecting, sharing, and using personal information given the permissibility of such activities in health emergencies, as these actions are laid out in provincial health and emergencies laws. More broadly, however, the legislative standard that allows for derogations from consent in emergency situations may be incompatible with individuals’ perceptions of their privacy rights and what they consider to be ‘appropriate’ infringements of these rights, especially when some individuals contest the gravity (or even existence) of the COVID-19 pandemic in the first place.
Section five turns to how next-generation privacy legislation, such as the *Consumer Privacy Protection Act (CPPA)*, might raise the prospect of significant changes in how data could be collected, used, or disclosed in future health crises. The CPPA did not enter into law as a result of a Canadian federal election, which killed the bill on the Order Paper. Nonetheless, we find that a law such as the CPPA could facilitate unprecedented non-consensual handling of personal information.

Section six presents a discussion of the broader themes that cut across the report. These include how the pandemic further reveals the redistribution of power between states and private organizations, the need for novel digital epidemiological processes to have strong bioethics and equitable commitments for those involved in digital epidemiological experiments, and the need to assess the roles of consent in future health emergencies, especially when new legislative frameworks might permit more permissive and non-consensual data collection, use, and disclosure for health-related purposes. Section seven presents a short conclusion to our report.
1. Introduction

The ways in which governments, private organizations, and residents alike responded to the COVID-19 pandemic were regularly declared as being 'unprecedented' despite them being at least partially based on historical experiences linked to past pandemics. At the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, there was a race to restrict mobility, undertake health surveillance to determine the source or cause of local outbreaks, and secure personal protective equipment for healthcare workers and domestic populations. Further, as in past health risks, there were efforts to collect and leverage available information to make sense of the spread of the disease, understand the nature of supply chains to determine what equipment was available to treat those affected by the disease or provide assistance to those afflicted with it, as well as to understand how the coronavirus was transmitted and its effects so as to develop vaccines to mitigate its worst effects.

In many nations, including the United States and Canada, lagging and unequal investments in health information technologies meant that federal, state/provincial, and municipal governments often struggled to intake, process, make sense of, or share collected information. In the context of COVID-19, a handful of technologies and rafts of data sets were explored by public and private stakeholders to respond to the pandemic. Smart thermometers were initially regarded as potentially revealing whether COVID-19 was spreading through given populations, a series of smartphone applications were created to enable contact tracing or exposure notification as well as to enforce quarantine orders, and telecommunications networks were seen as ways of assessing population

---

movements and potentially facilitating contact tracing. Furthermore, a host of private companies raced to suggest or offer ways that governments could marshal data using proprietary data stores, data processes, or integration systems to better get the pandemic under control.

Information Box One: The Onset of COVID-19

The Wuhan Municipal Health Commission in China first detected a cluster of pneumonia cases on December 31, 2019, which would subsequently be identified as COVID-19 cases. The World Health Organization (WHO) thereafter published technical guidance for states in mid-January as cases quickly propagated around the world. COVID-19 cases were first diagnosed in the United States, United Kingdom, and Canada on January 21, 29, and 25, 2020, respectively. It was not until March 11, 2020, that the WHO declared the novel coronavirus a pandemic on the basis that the world was experiencing, “an epidemic occurring worldwide, or over a very wide area, crossing international boundaries and usually affecting a large number of people.” Concurrent with the declaration, governments around the world that were heavily affected by the disease began to rapidly accelerate restrictions on freedoms of movement and association. Businesses in the United States, United Kingdom, and Canada were advised that they should permit employees to work remotely, while the governments simultaneously began creating policies intended to mitigate the possible fiscal impacts of mobility and association restrictions and the related impacts to individuals’ economic well-being.

Alongside technology-focused efforts were persistent questions about the extent to which civil liberties inhibited private companies or public institutions from responding to the pandemic as well as the efficacy of such technology-driven interventions. Specifically,

---


civil liberties or other legal restrictions have been perceived as inhibiting some technology-enabled responses by public and private organizations that are seen as novel, though many of the technologies deployed to mitigate COVID-19 as well as the legal rationales underpinning them have historical legacies. These technologies were also met with doubts that they would meaningfully assist governments in responding to COVID-19 on the basis that the technologies had, in many cases, never before been tested at this scale. What remains to be seen is the extent to which the more contemporary concerns were continuations of past health-related debates, whether the technologies and policies that were adopted to combat the pandemic were truly novel and raised substantively new legal concerns, as well as whether they were meaningfully helpful in alleviating the spread of COVID-19.

This report undertakes a preliminary comparative analysis of how different information technologies were mobilized in response to COVID-19 to collect data, the extent to which health or privacy or emergencies laws impeded the response to COVID-19 in Canada, and ultimately, the potential consequences of reforming data protection or privacy laws to enable more expansive data collection, use, or disclosure in future health emergencies. After outlining our methodology in Section two, we undertake an exploratory assessment in Section three of the commonalities and differences between data collection in prior pandemic situations versus in the COVID-19 health crisis in the United States, United Kingdom, and Canada. This analysis lets us compare how allied countries, which have different political cultures, adopted technologies to collect data to inform their pandemic responses and the extent(s) to which collections significantly deviated from data collection in previous health emergencies.

Our main finding in Section three is that collection efforts were often constrained based on the ways in which private companies chose to enable data collection, particularly in the case of contact tracing and exposure notifications, and by how these companies chose to share data that was under their control and how data was repurposed for assisting in containing COVID-19. This said, the sheer amount of data that companies either collect about individuals, as is the case for mobile device companies and telecommunications companies, or about the presence of disease indicators and potential spread of disease, such as in the case of the Canadian AI-driven epidemiology company BlueDot, speaks to the potential for these digital systems to be leveraged as the current pandemic

continues as well as in any future equivalent health emergencies. We ultimately find that the breadth and extent of data collection was unprecedented when compared to past health crises.

In Section four, we focus on Canadian legal concerns regarding the extent to which privacy and civil liberties protections affected the sharing of data in federal and provincial governments’ responses to the COVID-19 pandemic. We find that privacy legislation did not establish any notable legal barriers for collecting, sharing, and using personal information given the permissibility of such activities in health emergencies, as laid out in provincial health and emergencies laws. More broadly, however, the legislative standard that allows for derogations from consent in emergency situations may be incompatible with individuals’ perceptions of their privacy rights and what they consider to be ‘appropriate’ infringements of these rights, especially when some individuals contest the gravity (or even existence) of the COVID-19 pandemic in the first place. The mismatch between the law and normative expectations of privacy, while pronounced during the COVID-19 pandemic, is not a new or unprecedented situation.

Section five considers how next-generation privacy legislation, such as the Consumer Privacy Protection Act (CPPA), might raise the prospect of significant changes in how data might be collected, used, or disclosed in future health crises. The CPPA did not receive Royal Assent, and it did not become law as a result of a Canadian federal election being called, which killed the bill on the Order Paper. Nonetheless, our finding is that such a law as the CPPA could facilitate unprecedented and non-consensual handling of personal information.

We conclude in Section six with a discussion of the broader themes that cut across this report. These themes include how the pandemic reveals a redistribution of power between states and private organizations, the need for novel digital epidemiological processes to have strong bioethical commitments and equity commitments for those implicated in digital epidemiological experiments, and the need to assess the roles of consent in future health emergencies, especially when new legislative frameworks might permit more permissive and non-consensual data collection, use, and disclosure for health-related purposes.
2. Methodology

Using a cross- and sub-national comparative approach, we looked at how different technologies were used in the United States, United Kingdom, and Canada to facilitate COVID-19 pandemic-related data collection and at how these technologies were linked with past data collection processes. We also engaged in legal analysis to assess how Canadian emergency, health, and privacy legislation has enabled or inhibited data collection and sharing in past health emergencies and during the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic. For this last analysis, we used a case study of Canada’s COVID Alert smartphone application. Finally, we analyzed the prospective implications of draft legislation on private organizations’ abilities to collect, use, or disclose personal information to prevent or respond to a health crisis in the future. These methods let us assess whether the technologies used were significantly out of step with those used in the past, whether Canadian privacy legislation inhibited data collection and distribution to combat the spread of COVID-19 in Canada, and whether proposed legislation such as the Consumer Privacy Protection Act in Canada might establish a legal framework that could facilitate significant reforms of private-sector health-related surveillance in the future. In aggregate, our methodological choices let us assess the extent to which governmental responses in the countries under review constituted unprecedented kinds of activities or reflected a continuance of how governments had previously responded to serious health crises.

We used desk research to collate data and conducted limited informal interviews and meetings to validate the results of that research. We focused on collating information about how private organizations and governments have responded to the COVID-19 pandemic and aggregated information from corporate transparency reports, statements, and publications by government officials and corporate representatives, news reports, and existing laws and policies, as well as emergency-measures orders issued by Canadian provincial governments. We also reviewed academic literature concerning pandemic responses; literature on transparency and accountability issues, policy-making, and public-private collaborations; and legal literature(s) pertaining to privacy, human rights, and civil rights laws in Canada.

We principally focused on the collection of health data. This focus on collection, particularly in the technologies used in the United States, United Kingdom, and Canada, was justified on the basis that the pandemic is ongoing and, thus, how data collection is understood and acted upon remains in flux. Within the collection process, we focused on how technologies had been used to try and interrupt community transmission (e.g., using contact-tracing and exposure-notification technologies), conduct digital epidemiological surveillance (e.g., relying on mobile device data to track population movements), and implement distributed rapid case identification systems (e.g., deploying automated
self-diagnosis systems). While each of these elements of the data collection process have conceptual links with processes that have been adopted and used to guide public health practitioners in the past, our analysis sought to assess whether data collection practices significantly expanded upon prior conceptual frameworks.

In Canada, we focused on federal legislation as well as that of the provinces of British Columbia, Quebec, and Ontario. Together, these provinces provide a cross-section of the Canadian legal instruments that were used to govern pandemic response, with each province following different private sector privacy legislation, emergency legislation, and public health information legislation. We reviewed privacy, health, and emergency legislation in operation, both federally and provincially, to understand the legislative framework that governed the collection, use, and disclosure of personal information (including personal health information) by private and public entities amid public health crises. After mapping the timeline of these legislative enactments and amendments onto the history of disease in Canada, we looked at the legislative context of the 2003 Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) outbreak in Canada, during which information sharing was perceived as being problematic, to assess the arguments that privacy protection legislation had impeded information sharing during that health emergency. We reviewed the government-commissioned National Advisory Committee on SARS and Public Health’s report entitled, *Learning from SARS: Renewal of Public Health in Canada*. After assessing concerns raised in the report about (the then) newly enacted federal privacy legislation, we examined how legislative and jurisprudential changes after SARS affected information sharing that occurred during the COVID-19 pandemic using the COVID Alert application as a case study.

Finally, we examined proposed federal privacy law reform in Canada to assess the potential implications of future legislation of its kind on the ability of private organizations to collect, use, or disclose information to other private or governmental organizations in future health emergencies. Our analysis of this proposed reform was guided by the fact that it was introduced during the COVID-19 pandemic. As such, it was presumably designed to remedy the challenges that the existing legislation posed and to create a new basis for privacy legislation that affects private organizations in Canada. Given that proposed federal privacy law reform is needed, at least in part, for Canada to be deemed ‘adequate’ by European regulators, thus ensuring that Canadian businesses can continue to process Europeans’ data, the reform also offered a potential example of how countries might update their privacy legislation to enable pandemic-related responses while (presumptively) being compliant with European data protection requirements.
3. Exceptionality of Data Collection Technologies

Phrases like, “[t]he pandemic which has just swept round the earth has been without precedent”\(^{13}\) have been commonly seen or heard throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. They have been used to characterize not just the public health crisis, but the subsequent responses to it as well. Some technologists, policy makers, and members of the public have perceived technology as a ‘silver bullet’\(^ {14}\) as they hoped that it could provide innovative solutions to contain the coronavirus.\(^ {15}\) Over the course of the pandemic, public health officials relied on a range of technologies, including digital symptom checkers, digital epidemiological surveillance, and mobile contact-tracing applications to collect data regarding the disease. These technologies were representative of three central ways of containing disease outbreaks: public health surveillance, case identification, and contact tracing.\(^ {16}\) When these technological innovations are analyzed together, they illustrate data collection at distinct junctures in the American, British, and Canadian responses to COVID-19. While the aforementioned technologies may be novel—insofar as they had never been deployed before or are currently being deployed on a wider scale than ever before—novelty alone does not mean that their use is unprecedented or that they constitute new ways of combating disease that break from past processes or techniques.

We begin this section of the report by discussing how public health officials in the United States, United Kingdom, and Canada have historically categorized different elements of the data life cycle and explain why we focused on the data-collection stage. Next, we turn to how states sought to surveil, identify, and interrupt the spread of disease, and we discover how these activities have evolved in recent decades. We then examine how digital symptom checkers, digital community surveillance, and mobile contact-tracing applications have affected information collection during the COVID-19 pandemic. We conclude with a brief analysis of the ways in which data has been collected throughout the COVID-19 pandemic in order to assess the novelty of public health responses that


leveraged the aforementioned technologies. In assessing the extent to which these technologies were unprecedented, we ultimately conclude that though they are reflective of long-standing trends in data collection to manage disease outbreaks, they nevertheless represent unprecedented extensions of how, and how much, data can be collected by private sector parties to facilitate public responses to outbreaks of disease.

### 3.1 - Data Life-Cycle Framework

Governments use data to code and quantify the world in a manner that is intrinsically political, and the same is true when they collect data about outbreaks of disease. Information Box Two summarizes how we map the data life cycles that are adopted by the American, British, and Canadian governments onto the data collection, understanding, and action model we use throughout our report.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information Box Two: Data Life Cycles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| The United States National Library of Medicine draws on the Carnegie Mellon University Data Management Plan: Design; Plan; Collect; Analyze; Publish/Preserve; and, Re-Use.  

In the United Kingdom, the Government Data Quality Hub has developed the Government Data Quality Framework. This framework divides the data life cycle into six ages: Plan; Collect, acquire, ingest; Prepare, store and maintain; Use and process; Share and publish; and, Archive or destroy.  

The Canadian Health Information Management Association has its own cycle: Collection; Capture and organization; Maintenance and preservation; Use and disclosure; Final disposition and destruction; and, Evaluation.  

These three models evoke a singular model that describes how data is collected, understood, and then acted upon.

---


The framework of collect, understand, and act has informed public health officials throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. At the time of writing, the pandemic remains ongoing. In certain cases, the processes through which governments analyze and interpret data to inform policy remain opaque. Additionally, insufficient research has been done to effectively gauge the efficacy of many pandemic technologies. Therefore, our analysis in this part of the report attends to how data has been collected during the COVID-19 pandemic and the extent to which such collection efforts were unprecedented compared to prior modes of data collection.

### 3.1.1 - The Collection Process

Data collection has been essential to combating past health emergencies and is the lifeblood of epidemiological responses to diseases. Public health officials routinely collect large amounts of data to answer research questions and to broadly facilitate and assess public health programs. Traditionally, the collection of this information has been directed by the state. In 1579, for instance, London’s Privy Council compiled lists of individuals who had the plague and quarantined them within Europe’s first hospitals. However, many of the public health efforts throughout history have been impacted by bias, denials, or outright prejudice regarding the diseases themselves (and the individuals afflicted by them), which have had the effect of inhibiting effective responses. Also, in past pandemics when information was scarce, rumours and conspiracies...
circulated amid the public’s uncertainty and doubt. At times, these biases were subsequently codified into official policies.²⁷

Information Box Three: The Rise of Modern Statistics and Health Policy

Since the mid-nineteenth century, modern statistical methods have let states better inform their health policies with the data at their disposal. During London’s cholera outbreak of the 1860s, malignant fumes and smells were wrongly identified as the source of the disease. A surge in corpses and the accumulation of bodies in mass graves around the city formed a kind of lived experience for the inhabitants of London and propagated the belief that rotting corpses were the source of contagion. This false assumption led public health officials to focus on the proper disposal of corpses rather than on the true culprit: contaminated drinking water. During this time, however, physician John Snow upended these false presumptions about the disease’s spread by applying statistical methods to make sense of the available data²⁸ and in doing so, he facilitated the establishment of the methodology for modern epidemiology and strengthened the validity of Germ Theory at the same time.²⁹ Bias and prejudice in public health persist,³⁰ but Snow’s work served as a blueprint for government officials by revealing ways to more effectively control the spread of disease through isolation, disinfection, contact tracing, and other direct interventions in a data-driven manner.³¹

Over time, governments have recognized and adopted the lessons from past health emergencies, while emphasizing the preeminence of the state in fostering public health.³²
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³² This emphasis on the role of the state was reflected in the New York Court of Appeal’s 1868 statement arguing that the state has, “absolute control over persons and property, so far as the public health
For the United States’ Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the United Kingdom’s National Health Service (NHS), and Health Canada, the foundation of their epidemiological investigations in recent history has consisted mostly of data collected or compiled by public health officials about individuals who interacted with the healthcare system.\(^{33}\) The data collection methods most commonly used were public health surveillance and field teams deployed by public health institutions.\(^{34}\) These practices relied broadly on the willing participation of persons seeking healthcare and were supplemented by the state’s willingness to directly intervene when necessary. In these instances, public institutions served as the primary facilitator and coordinator for public health.\(^{35}\)

The state’s capacity to compel people or organizations to divulge personal health information has changed with each pandemic. While the objectives of maintaining public health and protecting civil liberties have historically been viewed in opposition to one another—also known as the “tragic view of public health”\(^{36}\)—the past 50 years have seen public health agencies within the United States, United Kingdom, and Canada adopt health surveillance regimes that recognize public health and civil liberties as being complementary to one another.\(^{37}\) The 1980s simultaneously saw the outbreak of the highly stigmatized disease, HIV/AIDS, and the prominent rise of bioethics in mainstream healthcare provision. Together, these developments led to the emphasis of protecting privacy rights when collecting public health data and have opened the provision of public healthcare to a wider range of stakeholders.\(^{38}\)

As civil liberties and bioethics began reshaping previous data collection practices, so did the imposition of market disciplines upon public health provision. In the United Kingdom, with human rights and patient autonomy gaining prominence in the country’s healthcare services,\(^{39}\) incremental reforms to the National Health Service blurred the distinction between publicly provided health services and the private medical marketplace. This
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process of privatization embedded private firms as an essential fixture of public health,\textsuperscript{40} and their significance has not diminished in subsequent decades.\textsuperscript{41} The result has been the development of pluralistic healthcare systems in the United Kingdom and United States alike, where public health institutions routinely “govern by proxy.”\textsuperscript{42}

Unlike the United States and United Kingdom, Canada has maintained many of the features of its publicly funded healthcare system,\textsuperscript{43} although private stakeholders have increasingly served a supporting role.\textsuperscript{44} As private firms have presided over larger shares of individuals’ health data, they have been key stakeholders in the response to pandemics. In part due to these reasons, the Canadian public health response to COVID-19 shares similar characteristics with American and British responses.

A detailed examination of the development of healthcare systems is beyond the scope of this report. However, our brief survey captures how the process of data collection for health purposes has developed over time and how the state’s power and willingness to compel information has evolved. The results of this evolution include an increasing focus on data, awareness of civil rights and liberties, and the enhanced roles of private stakeholders in enabling or administering aspects of public health policy. In the following sections, we examine the degree to which novel data collection technologies, which were adopted to address COVID-19, fit within these existing public health trends and traditions. Specifically, we discuss how digital technologies were used to collect data to help interrupt community transmission, enable epidemiological surveillance, and facilitate contact tracing. Additionally, we outline the degree to which these technologies were an outgrowth of existing public health methodologies and how they have been driven by private-sector influence in healthcare systems.

### 3.2 - Cases

Public health surveillance entails the “ongoing systematic collection, analysis, interpretation and dissemination of health data for the planning, implementation and evaluation of public health action.”\textsuperscript{45} In each of the jurisdictions we assessed, we looked at how they

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{44} Michael R. Law, Jillian Kratzer, and Irfan A. Dhalla. (2014). “The increasing inefficiency of private health insurance in Canada,” \textit{Canadian Medical Association Journal} 186(12).
\end{itemize}
used digital technologies to interrupt community transmission, undertake digital epidemiological surveillance, and conduct rapid case identification.

Contact tracing involves identifying the individuals that a person, who is infected with a disease, encounters over a period of time (e.g., during the disease’s infectious period).\textsuperscript{46} Contact tracing is considered to be one of the key methods for interrupting disease transmission and containing disease outbreaks.\textsuperscript{47} Governments have established public institutions to facilitate contact tracing in the event of health crises since the rise of germ theory in the 19th century, with these institutions and their corps of field teams undertaking programs of “notification, isolation, disinfection, and case finding.”\textsuperscript{48} During COVID-19, a number of technologists and public policy experts, often in more affluent nations, supplemented the contact-tracing process by developing digital tools to allow public health officials and the individuals and communities they oversee to more rapidly conduct contact tracing.\textsuperscript{49} It is, however, worth recognizing that in less affluent countries or regions where healthcare and associated services are less developed, digital contact tracing, exposure-notification services, and other technological interventions are regarded as less of a supplement to traditional services and more of a primary way of providing services.

Case identification entails analyzing, categorizing, and diagnosing those afflicted with a particular disease\textsuperscript{50} and is foundational to providing public health services.\textsuperscript{51} Health workers historically have served as an initial point of contact and the primary agents for identifying the spread of disease in a population.\textsuperscript{52} During the COVID-19 pandemic, however, state agencies routinely turned to private firms to provide relevant geographical mobility data that could potentially be used to monitor the prospective spread of disease in a population, in their attempt to understand the disease’s possible movement in local and international contexts.


Health workers historically have also been key to identifying actual, as opposed to prospective, cases of disease. In the Internet era, health workers and public broadcasters alike have been challenged in their abilities to communicate the symptoms associated with diseases like COVID-19. Individuals in highly connected countries are known to regularly use the Internet to self-diagnose their symptoms without necessarily being aware that many of these Internet-accessible sources may be inaccurate or disreputable. To tackle this challenge, digital symptom checkers were developed to help individuals better assess their health status and to inform those affected with COVID-19 of when they should seek medical help.

In each of the following cases, we examine how technologies were used in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The focus is on the data collected, who authorized the collection, and who could access that data. Subsequently, we discuss the broader implications of the kinds of technologies that were adopted across cases to assess commonalities and differences in the data governance processes in each jurisdiction, as they pertain to the collection technologies examined.

3.2.1 - United States

3.2.1.1 - Interrupting Community Transmission Using Contact-Tracing Applications

The COVID-19 pandemic has seen dozens of countries rely on digital contact-tracing applications that were developed by private companies and contractors. These digitally enabled approaches are ostensibly an outgrowth of traditional contact-tracing practices insofar as they enable the monitoring of individual’s locations or contacts with other people. Contact-tracing applications tend to collect geolocation information as well as information about the devices to which an application has been proximate. In contrast, exposure-notification applications typically keep on-device records of the mobile devices an individual has been proximate to and are used to inform an individual if they have been proximate to someone who has subsequently tested positive with COVID-19. Unlike contact-tracing applications, exposure-notification applications tend not to collect detailed geolocation information.
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Contact-tracing and exposure-notification applications are enabled by the availability of connected devices, particularly smartphones. In the United States, the decentralized nature of the pandemic response meant that 29 states deployed applications, which were created by nine different third-party developers. Many of these applications used, or were replaced by, the privacy-preserving Google/Apple Exposure Notification (GAEN) system. The GAEN system is an exposure-notification system and does not permit tracking the physical locations of the devices it is installed on, as opposed to a contact-tracing tool. Applications using the GAEN system uses Bluetooth to detect nearby phones and are configured to deliver notifications to smartphone owners if they have been proximate to someone who has not only tested positive for COVID-19 but has also used the application and has consented to sending an alert to individuals with whom they were proximate while likely infected and contagious with COVID-19.

3.2.1.2 - Facilitating Digital Epidemiological Surveillance Using Mobile Device Data

Google Mobility Trends was used in the United States to facilitate some traditional epidemiological activities. This Google service uses geolocation data that is generated from users' devices (which are associated with their Google accounts) to assess population-level community mobility. Google has stated that the surveillance was voluntary.
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63 Silvia Mendolia, Olena Stavrunova, and Oleg Yerokhin. (2021). *Determinants of the Community...
and consensual and that the Trends information was aggregated and anonymized to prevent discrimination or intrusions into individuals’ privacy. Specifically, Google applied privacy-preserving techniques such as differential privacy and excluded data where there was an insufficient number of users to ensure their relative anonymity could be maintained. As a result, Google undertook regional tracking of the categories of places that individuals travelled to (e.g., retailers, groceries, parks, transit stations, workplaces, and homes) and assessed how travel destinations shifted throughout the pandemic. Individual users of Google’s service passively generated the information as they travelled with their mobile devices and frequented businesses, used public transit, or visited residential addresses. Google had collected this information prior to the COVID-19 pandemic and chose to reuse the information after the onset of the pandemic to inform social-distancing efforts.

Figure 2: Screengrabs from a Google COVID-19 Community Mobility Report showing mobility data for Massachusetts, US.


Casey Newton. (2020). “Google uses location data to show which places are complying with stay-at-home orders – and which aren’t,” The Verge. Available at: https://www.theverge.com/2020/4/3/21206318/google-location-data-mobility-reports-covid-19-privacy. However, while individuals can disable the collection of Location History used to develop these mobility reports, Google has a history of duplicity insofar as disabling Location History has not actually stopped Google from collecting users’ history. There is no indication that this mode of surreptitious collection was used in generating mobility reports. For more, see: Ryan Nakashima. (2018). “AP Exclusive: Google tracks your movements, like it or not,” Associated Press. Available at: https://apnews.com/article/north-america-science-technology-business-ap-top-news-828aefab64d4411bac257a07c1af0ecb.


### 3.2.1.3 - Enabling Rapid Case Identification Using Distributed Self-Assessment Services

Healthcare institutions and workers had many challenges in diagnosing and treating victims of COVID-19. To reduce resource pressures and stimulate rapid case identification, many countries implemented digital self-assessment tools that let individuals monitor their symptoms.\(^{69}\) The most widely adopted self-assessment tool in the United States, called the COVID-19 Health Bot, was created by the Center for Disease Control (CDC) and Microsoft. The tool leveraged Microsoft’s Healthcare Bot service by enabling individuals to conduct self-assessments without necessarily having to speak with a healthcare provider, thereby alleviating pressures on healthcare workers.\(^{70}\)

Data was collected from individuals who used this self-assessment tool and self-identified as being potentially infected by COVID-19. These individuals would subsequently input their symptoms into the health ‘bot,’ named ‘Clara.’ Clara used a predetermined algorithm in the form of a dialogue with the individual using the tool to assess whether their symptoms were indicative of COVID-19.\(^{71}\) The individual could then use the results in deciding to pursue further medical assistance. The Application Programming Interface (API) for the CDC’s Coronavirus Self-Checker was made publicly available,\(^{72}\) and the CDC encouraged third parties to embed the tool in their own websites,\(^{73}\) and some did, including universities\(^{74}\) and Google.\(^{75}\)

This rapid case identification system, which leveraged Microsoft Azure’s HealthBot\(^{76}\) to assess user symptoms, was distinct from previous mechanisms of disease surveillance. While the CDC pools data from thousands of healthcare institutions across the country to identify and intervene at epicenters of a given outbreak using its National Syndromic Surveillance Program,\(^{77}\) the decentralized and privacy-preserving Coronavirus
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Self-Checker did not transmit data into this surveillance program. The result is that while individuals could make judgments about their own healthcare status, the information that might have been gleaned by the Self-Checker did not assist the CDC’s broader health surveillance systems.

### 3.2.2 - United Kingdom

#### 3.2.2.1 - Interrupting Community Transmission Using Contact-Tracing Applications

The United Kingdom’s government began its Test and Trace program in May 2020. This program paired traditional analogue methods that used contact tracers to assess networks of COVID-19 infection with a centralized contact-tracing mobile device application that was meant to provide further insight into the virus’ spread. The program was a departure from applications that used the decentralized GAEN system. The centralized nature of the Test and Trace application led to it being critiqued on privacy grounds, and its initial deployment was also plagued by mismanagement. Updates to this initial application were subsequently blocked by Apple and Google, which ultimately led the government to discard its initial centralized application in June 2020 and to replace it with a successor application in September 2020 that used the GAEN system.

The National Health Service’s second mobile contact-tracing system was integrated with the NHS’s COVID-19 mobile device application, and it used the GAEN system’s privacy-preserving and Bluetooth-enabled service. As with other implementations of the GAEN system, the NHS’s application collected minimal information about the individual using it. Upon installation, and unlike applications like those deployed in Canada and the United States, however, the NHS application prompted users to enter their postcode so that policymakers could better understand the application’s use at a geographical level.

Data collection through the NHS application was decentralized like its counterparts, insofar as devices that the application was proximate to were saved as local records.
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on mobile devices and geolocation information was not tracked. However, because the GAEN functionality was built into the NHS’s COVID-19 application that had other functions, the application also contained other features. For instance, the application included a QR scanning system that let users log which businesses they visited, and it stored that information on the local device. The application would also alert the user if one of those locations was later identified as a hotspot by the NHS. In such situations, the device would examine warnings posted by the NHS and alert users if they had been at the locations during times when exposure was likely.\(^83\)

In using the NHS COVID-19 app, users were responsible for inputting postcode information and tracking geolocation information when they scanned QR codes, and their devices passively collected information when they were proximate to other devices that had the application installed and activated. From September to December of 2020, the application was regularly used by 16.5 million users, which accounted for roughly 28 percent of the population.\(^84\) Ultimately, the information that was collected from devices was limited to postcode information as well as situations in which individuals would upload their COVID-19 positive status. This information was subsequently used by the NHS for either planning purposes or to facilitate decentralized notification processes.

### 3.2.2.2 - Facilitating Digital Epidemiological Surveillance Using Mobile Device Data

Following the passage of the *Coronavirus Act* of 2020, the UK government received emergency powers that authorized it to request mobility information from telecommunications providers.\(^85\) The hope was that mobile location data could be used to help enforce social-distancing regimes.\(^86\)

Telecommunications providers O2 and EE (BT is the UK mobile operator of EE) were responsible for collecting the mobility information, and it was collected in the course of their subscribers carrying or using their mobile devices. In March 2020, O2 and EE confirmed that they had provided aggregate location data about their mobile phone users to inform the UK government’s COVID-19 response.\(^87\)
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Relatively little has been reported about the agreement between the UK government and telecommunications providers, which makes it challenging to ascertain the scope of the data collection, though it is known that the agreement relied on telecommunications data sets, which could theoretically reveal the location of individual phones. NHS, however, stated that it did not seek such granular insights and instead had focused on broader mobility trends.\(^{88}\) Other telecom providers have said that they were not approached by the government to leverage their stored customer data.\(^{89}\) Civil society groups criticized the government’s collection of data from telecommunications companies and warned of function creep as well as the importance of the proportionality of the data’s use in combating COVID-19’s spread across the country.\(^{90}\)

### 3.2.2.3 - Enabling Rapid Case Identification Using Distributed Self-Assessment Services

The NHS Symptom Checker, like the NHS’s mobile contact-tracing system, was hosted within the broader NHS COVID-19 app. The Symptom Checker was implemented following the failure of the NHS’s initially deployed contact-tracing application. Individuals could use the NHS Symptom Tracker to monitor the development of health symptoms to assess whether they matched those of the novel coronavirus. The Tracker was application based and lacked a web browser-based equivalent. Those who did not own a device capable of installing the application could use the NHS 111 symptom checker that relied on a conventional phone-based symptom assessment.\(^{91}\)

Individuals submitted symptom information into the application, which used an embedded algorithm to assess the likelihood of the individual having contracted the virus. If individuals wanted more information, they were directed to the phone call-based NHS 111 symptom checker from within the application.\(^{92}\)

Whereas the NHS 111 symptom checker recorded information provided by callers, individuals who entered their symptoms into the NHS COVID-19 application symptom checker saw the information hosted and stored on their mobile device.\(^{93}\)
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the symptom tracker were subsequently reported to the NHS after disassociating the data from the individual and their device.94 Data was collected through the application and guided by a number of principles that were intended to minimize the collection of user data; the data was captured within the Data Protection Impact Assessment aspect of the application and was published by the UK government.95

3.2.3 - Canada

3.2.3.1 - Interrupting Community Transmission Using Contact-Tracing Applications

Canada’s COVID Alert application was launched in June 2020. It was initially available only in Ontario,96 but nine provinces subsequently adopted it, and it had been downloaded approximately 6,600,000 times as of early July 2021.97 The application was developed in collaboration with Shopify and BlackBerry and used the privacy-preserving GAEN system.98 Users did not need to submit identifying information to use the app,99 and if they were diagnosed as having COVID-19, they could receive a one-time key from health providers or public health officials that could then be entered into the application. Upon doing so, other individuals whose phones were proximate to the diagnosed person during a period they were likely contagious were notified of a possible exposure to COVID-19 through their own COVID Alert application.100

Very little data was collected by the COVID Alert application as it relied on the GAEN system. The application was assessed by federal and provincial privacy commissioners and provided a minimum of information to Canadian government servers (e.g., Internet


Protocol (IP) address information). Information disclosed to the Canadian government was accessible only to a small handful of government employees and was not intended to be used to monitor or track individuals’ use of the application.

3.2.3.2 - Facilitating Digital Epidemiological Surveillance Using AI-Driven Surveillance

BlueDot was founded by University of Toronto researcher Dr. Kamran Khan in the wake of the SARS outbreak and has been used to predict the spread of disease, including the H1N1 influenza pandemic in 2009, ebola transmissions in Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone in 2014, and a cluster of “unusual pneumonia” infections within Wuhan, China in December 2019. In the months since the World Health Organization (WHO) classified this strain of novel coronavirus, Prime Minister Trudeau announced that BlueDot would partner with the Canadian government to assist in its response to COVID-19.

The BlueDot platform employed a natural language processing algorithm to query on a daily basis a database of roughly 10,000 news sources, which included “news reports, blog posts, and many other (non-social-media) sources,” to monitor for indicators that were associated with 150 diseases in 65 languages. These indicators were subsequently assessed against concurrent airline ticketing data to anticipate potential outbreak hotspots. These data points were supplemented by a range of other data sets, including national census data on population density, the global infectious disease alert, real-time climate data, and zoonotic disease data. Together, these data sets enabled BlueDot to alert its clients of potential outbreaks and their associated risk.
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3.2.3.3 - Enabling Rapid Case Identification Using Distributed Self-Assessment Services

The Government of Canada’s Self-Assessment Tool is the product of a public-private partnership between Thrive Health and Health Canada. It lets users input their symptoms to determine their likelihood of having COVID-19. The tool was integrated within the larger Canada COVID-19 Application, which was separate from the COVID Alert app. The Canada COVID-19 Application operated as a hub for resources related to COVID-19, including regional updates and links for the COVID Alert application, as well as information on hand hygiene, social distancing, gender-based violence, and more. The application visualized statistics on infection rates across Canada’s provinces, provided updates from the Government of Canada and local newsrooms, and contained a “Wall of Kindness” where users could publicly record acts of kindness and personal anecdotes.

Data collection involved individuals using either the self-assessment tool or the symptom tracker in the application. The former required users to answer yes or no to a series of questions regarding symptoms, travel, and contact with others. Responses could then be associated with the user’s GPS location or postal code, dependent on their consent, and from their answers, the user was given a recommendation ranging from “maintain social distancing” to “call 9-1-1.” The results could be downloaded or shared with others, and the user’s most recent results were stored on their device.

Through the symptom tracker, users could record their symptoms over time. After choosing whether to disclose their GPS location or postal code, the user could indicate the symptoms they were experiencing from a preset list and record their temperature and the results from their most recent COVID-19 test. Users could also create a daily notification that reminded them to re-enter their symptoms. This information was saved to the device and within the Thrive platform, where it could be accessed in an anonymized and aggregate form by Health Canada.

Individual users were responsible for entering their health information, and if shared with Health Canada, this information could be used by public health officials with other sources in efforts to develop centralized insights into the spread of COVID-19. Metadata
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was collected from the application by additional third parties, such as Segment or Amplitude. User’s IP address, a set of randomly generated identifiers, and application usage data were sent to these and other private partners. Google Analytics similarly collected app usage data as well as the user’s IP address, but here the IP address was masked to protect anonymity.

3.3 - Discussion

These case studies begin to illustrate some of the digital collection processes that were deployed in response to COVID-19, and they suggest that the responses broadly fit within the historical trajectory of state collections of data in the face of a health emergency. While trends exist, they also exhibit unique features that illustrate how COVID-19 and the technologies developed to combat it are affecting how pandemics are mitigated.

When looked at from a historical vantage point, the data used to curb the spread of COVID-19 has been analogous to the data leveraged in previous pandemics. For example, information pertaining to the health of individuals and communities and the spread of disease between those people and groups as well as information on the distribution of assets to protect against and treat the disease, ranging from vaccines to PPE, has long been collected and mobilized in pandemics and other emergency situations. Unlike past health emergencies, however, public health officials were able to draw on a larger and broader pool of data. As our country-cases showcased, data was collected by public and private organizations alike and subsequently made available to public health officials—often in either an aggregated, anonymized, or semi-anonymized formats—to assist them in their health and policy interventions. The sheer volume of data that was collected was particularly apparent with regard to digital epidemiological surveillance, where Google, BlueDot, O2, and EE each leveraged either their own existing data sets or aggregated a range of publicly available data sets to garner insights. In the cases of Google Mobility Trends’ and O2/EE’s insights, they relied on user-generated data sets that were first created for commerce and subsequently repurposed to support public health initiatives. While repurposing data sets is increasingly common for businesses as they ‘pivot’ to new business opportunities, the vast repurposing of private data sources to advance government public health initiatives, at the scale witnessed throughout the pandemic, is novel. The specific data-sharing initiatives have been designed to be relatively privacy-protective, based on

information that is available to date, though they do indicate the potential for public-private data sharing to advance other, potentially non-health related, future public policy measures (e.g., for migration, law enforcement, or industrial planning policies).

While some of the collected data came from individuals as they actively interacted with public health systems (e.g., using applications made available by government agencies), mobile devices connected to cellular networks became a passive and rich source of data. The use of mobile devices and their applications to collect data, however, was complicated both by civil liberties concerns (as recognized by government agencies), and by restrictions that were put in place by application store operators, namely Apple and Google. Private companies and government agencies alike adopted policies and technologies that were meant to provide aggregated or population-level understandings of mobility data or symptom information while, at the same time, they avoided unduly infringing on individuals’ associational or privacy rights. Such decisions were reached to encourage both the uptake of digital collection and to inform specific policy decisions that were focused at regional, as opposed to household, levels.

Private companies such as Apple and Google, however, also have a considerable amount of power over how mobile devices can be used to collect information to combat the pandemic. This power was perhaps best seen in how the United Kingdom was compelled, based on the functionality restrictions that Apple and Google placed upon all COVID-19 applications, to modify the NHS’ COVID-19 application it provided to its residents, even though the application had been created by public health agencies to combat the pandemic. The result, in part, was that states could not collect information they may have wanted to because state agencies did not compel the private companies, like Apple and Google, which operated application stores (or developers of mobile devices’ operating systems), to comport with the data collection strategies that public health officials believed would best fight the pandemic. While individuals could, in some cases, choose to share limited information with government agencies, their abilities to do so were limited to what was permissible in COVID-19 applications that included contact-tracing or exposure-notification functionalities.

Apple and Google’s intentions for limiting population-level health surveillance may have been well-intentioned—designed to prevent states from abusing mobile devices’ surveillance capabilities, to prevent state-driven applications from negatively impacting devices’ utility, or to place individuals in control over how governments can collect or monitor information that is made available through mobile phone sensors. However, these companies’ actions were likely also meant to forestall governments from compelling a variable set of technical requirements into their mobile operating systems while
clearing the way for the companies to invest in systems meant to protect their own employees should the applications be adopted and proven efficacious. Regardless, the limitations imposed by Apple and Google have inhibited states from exercising their own sovereign authorities in their attempts to mitigate the spread of COVID-19, though to date, countries have not sought to exert the fulsome nature of health or emergencies laws to try and force changes in the GAEN framework with which governments have been provided. At the same time, however, it must be recognized that the very capability for governments to design policies around GAEN applications—such as automating exposure-notification processes—constituted an entirely novel mode of (privacy-protective) surveillance that would not have been possible without Apple and Google’s efforts. While it is unclear whether increased data collection would have improved states’ efforts to prevent the spread of COVID-19, that states to date have been largely precluded from leveraging smartphones for data collection as they saw fit is, arguably, an unprecedented moment in disease response.

Further complicating the relationship between states and private companies has been state agencies’ reliance on privately held data sources. All three methods of digital epidemiological surveillance that we surveyed relied on private stakeholders leveraging existing data sets or digital capabilities, which were subsequently used to inform policy responses to the pandemic. The ascendance of the private sector in the healthcare sector is not novel, but it is indicative of an acceleration and a cementing of trends in the privatization of public health that had been developing prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. Companies’ significance and influence in future health emergencies may increase given their roles in enabling services, authorizing applications, deploying application programming interfaces, and collecting and analyzing health-related data that may subsequently be utilized by public health officials. In effect, the ascendance of private companies in facilitating responses to health emergencies may, in some situations, either restrict how public agencies can respond to health emergencies or drive states to test their health and emergencies laws such that state agencies become better able to forcibly guide private organizations’ activities. For example, officials may need privately held data or services, and thus, public health interventions may either be adjusted to accommodate private companies’ interests or concerns, or state agencies might try to compel private organizations to act in conformity with what those agencies want organizations to do. While the circumstances of the current pandemic suggest that there has been a rebalancing between public and private organizations, to the point that private organizations have
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directed many state interventions, this balance could be recast if the limitations that private organizations impose become seen as unduly restrictive of government action. At this point, governments might shift from cooperating with private organizations to compelling them to assist government responses.

3.4 - Conclusion

The COVID-19 pandemic has showcased how digital technologies can be deployed *en masse* to collect information in response to health emergencies. Many of these technologies follow a lineage of past data collection methods, though they can be more broadly distributed and can collect data in an increasingly automated fashion due to the proliferation of mobile devices. Indeed, the transition to using telecommunications infrastructures to collect data, while often repurposing privately collected data for public purposes, demonstrates both the growth in the volume and velocity of available data and how data can be made fungible. Moreover, the ways in which private organizations have restricted the availability of data, regardless of public health officials’ decisions on the optimal ways of addressing health emergencies, speaks to an at least temporary rebalancing of power between public and private organizations, though this might be overturned should private activities be ultimately found to have been counterproductive for public health in the current pandemic or in future health emergencies. Ultimately, the role of private companies and their (un)willingness to enable public health responses in the face of global threats highlight potential limits of currently expressed state authority and may indicate domains where states will legislate in the future to reclaim seemingly ceded authorities.
While public health agencies have been constrained by private organizations in the kinds of data they can collect, there have simultaneously been worries that organizations’ ability to collect, use, or disclose data were inhibited by restrictions set out in privacy legislation. In this section, we turn from a cross-national comparison to focus on one of the nations in question, Canada, to assess the extent to which Canadian privacy law unreasonably impeded public and private organizations from collecting, processing, and disclosing data to aid in efforts to combat the spread of COVID-19.

We begin by discussing the relationships between federal and provincial privacy laws and the ways they intersect with health laws with an eye to unpacking how Canadian governments can collect, use, and disclose personal information and personal health information. This examination leads to a discussion of the 2003 Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) pandemic, including the perceived and actual challenges that were associated with collecting, using, and disclosing data during that health emergency, and the proposals that were subsequently suggested and adopted. The adopted proposals, which included creating the Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC) and the application of emergency legislation to the public health context, created key principles that make up Canada’s contemporary public health governance frameworks. While these frameworks may permit Canadian governments to collect, use, and disclose information under emergencies laws, as well as under health and privacy legislation, the case study of Canada’s “COVID Alert” application underscores the divide between what law permits and what residents of Canada may normatively support.

We conclude by discussing why privacy and health information frameworks have not been the culprit in ineffective information sharing during the COVID-19 health crises. Federal and provincial decision makers have possessed lawful authority to increase information sharing in COVID-19 pandemic, but they have often responded in disconnected and uncoordinated manners. At the same time, opposition to the government’s lawful abilities to collect, use, and disclose information as well as to consent-based digital technologies that were meant to mitigate the spread of COVID-19, reveal an ongoing disconnect between the lawfulness of such handling of personal information and Canadians’ normative expectations of how their personal information should be handled.

4.1 - The Legislative Web of Privacy Protection

Multiple legislative instruments govern the collection, use, and disclosure of Canadians’ personal information. There is federal privacy legislation (and its provincial equivalents)
that governs public and private entities, and there is provincial health legislation that
governs personal health information and facilitates the effective provision of health-
care. During public health crises, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, debates regularly
arise concerning the effectiveness of these privacy protections and whether they unduly
restrict information sharing. While some scholars and public health experts believe that
governments should have been able to collect more information during the pandemic to
better mitigate the transmission of the virus,118 others have asserted that the government
can respond to such emergencies while also providing robust civil liberties protections.119
Adjudicating between individual privacy rights and collective, public health interests has,
as we will see, long been an issue for legislative assemblies and the courts. As this section
will outline, Canada's legislative framework provides numerous exceptions and affirm-
ative data-processing powers that can be employed by the government in a public health
emergency and, in fact, possesses few safeguards to limit these powers.

4.1.1 - The Emergence of Federal Public and Private Data
Protection Legislation and its Operation

The federal Privacy Act was introduced in 1983 to regulate how the federal government
can collect, use, and disclose personal information and to provide individuals a right of
access to such information.120 It was not until the turn of the millennium that the collec-
tion, use, and disclosure of information by the private sector was subjected to federal
legislation, as per the Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act
(PIPEDA).121 PIPEDA was enacted in 2000 and implemented in stages before fully coming
into force on January 1, 2004.122 During this period, private-sector privacy laws were
also passed in British Columbia, Alberta, and Quebec to govern provincially regulated
corporations.123 PIPEDA remains, as of writing, the governing statute for private sector

Turned into a Suicide Pact,” in Vulnerable: The Law, Policy and Ethics of COVID-19, University of Ottawa
Press. Available at: https://www.canlii.org/en/commentary/doc/2020CanLIDocs1866#!fragment//
BQCwghziiBcwMYgk4DsOWsizQewE4BUBTADwBdoBy
CgsGbprtTCBFHR3AT0otokLC4EbDyp8BQkAGU8pAEelASgFEAMioBqAQYBy
AYRw1SYAEbR520NWPaA;


120 See Privacy Act, RSC 1985, c P-21. Available at: https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/P-21/page-1.
html.

121 See Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act, SC 2000, c 5. Available at: https://

Protection and Electronic Documents Act,” Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada. Available
at: https://www.priv.gc.ca/en/privacy-topics/privacy-laws-in-canada/the-personal-information-

123 Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada. (2020). “Provincial Laws that May Apply Instead of
PIPEDA,” Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada. Available at: https://www.priv.gc.ca/en/privacy-
topics/privacy-laws-in-canada/the-personal-information-protection-and-electronic-documents-act-
pipeda/r_o_p/prov-pipeda/.
organizations that are not governed by substantially similar legislation or that otherwise
do not fall under the auspices of PIPEDA (e.g., political parties).124

PIPEDA is largely inspired by consent-based privacy regimes. That is, private sectors must
obtain meaningful consent, subject to exceptions, to collect, use, or disclose personal
information from the individual to whom the information belongs.125 Personal informa-
tion is broadly defined to include "any factual or subjective information, recorded or
not, about an identifiable individual" and can include age, name, ID numbers, income,
ethnic origin, blood type, or medical records, and more.126 PIPEDA’s definition of personal
information excludes that which was collected under the auspice of the federal Privacy
Act or that was collected by provincial or territorial governments as well as business
contact information, information that an individual has collected, used, or disclosed
for exclusively personal purposes, or an organization’s use of personal information for
journalistic, artistic, or literature purposes.127 In the common law, determining what
constitutes personal information is an interpretive exercise that requires a consideration
of competing values of access and privacy.128 Ultimately, wherever either PIPEDA or the
common law define personal information, commercial entities must have a reasonable
purpose, obtain meaningful consent, and demonstrate the necessity of handling personal
information.129 The concept of meaningful consent does not refer to a single or fixed
standard but depends on the sensitivity of the information, the reasonable expectations
of privacy possessed by the individual,130 and the residual risk of significant harm.131

---


128 Dagg v Canada (Minister of Finance), [1997] 2 SCR 403; Gordon v Canada (Minister of Health), 2008 FC 258.


130 The reasonable expectations of the individual refer to whether an ordinary person would be aware
that their information would be collected, used or disclosed by the organization in question in light
in particular, highlight any purposes that would not be obvious to the individual and/or reasonably
expected based on the context); see also Englander v Telus (organizations should make a reasonable
effort to ensure that the individual is advised for the purposes for which the information will be
used); Turner v Telus (even if the collection, use, or disclosure is an acceptable condition of service,
companies ought to adequately explain these purposes).

131 Office of the Privacy Commissioner. (2002). “Air Canada Allows 1% of Aeroplan Membership to
In contrast to PIPEDA, the Privacy Act is less focused on a consent-driven regime. According to it, the majority of the government’s data handling is justified and permitted on the basis that the collection, use, or disclosure of personal information directly relates to a government institution’s operating program or is consistent with the program’s purpose.  

“Directly related to an operating activity” has been applied in contrasting ways. While the Treasury Board and Office of the Privacy Commissioner have previously assessed “directly related to an operating activity” through determining whether the collection, use, or disclosure is ‘demonstrably necessary,’ more recently, the Federal Court of Appeal has found that the Privacy Act imposes no necessity obligation on government institutions. Accordingly, consent largely plays a role where government agencies wish to act outside of their mandate or to repurpose data that was collected for a different purpose.

Under both the Privacy Act and PIPEDA, public and private organizations do not always need to obtain meaningful consent before handling personal information. Public and private sector legislation enumerates a range of activities that are exempt from requiring consent, and many of these exceptions arise in the case of public health emergencies.

In PIPEDA, the following exceptions to consent can arise:

- if collection is in the interests of the individual and consent cannot be obtained in a timely manner
- if personal information is used in the case of an emergency that threatens the life, health, or security of an individual
- if the disclosure is made to a government institution in certain instances or
- if the disclosure is required by law

---

“Opt Out” of Information Sharing Practices: PIPEDA Case Summary #2002-42,” Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada. Available at: https://www.priv.gc.ca/en/opc-actions-and-decisions/investigations/investigations-into-businesses/2002/pipeda-2002-042/; see also Royal Bank of Canada v Trang, 2016 SCC 50 (when dealing with financial information not already in the public domain, the degree of sensitivity is high, requiring express consent); but see Turner v Telus Communications Inc, 2007 FCA 21 (the use of voice characteristics in creating a voice print does not require express consent as it has been regarded as being on the lower end of the privacy spectrum).

132 Privacy Act, RSC 1985, c P-21, s 4, 7(A), 8(2)(a).
133 Canada (Union of Correctionnel Officers) v Canada (AG), 2019 FCA 212 at para 40.
136 Personal information Protection and Electronic Documents Act, SC 2000, c 5, ss 7(3)(c.1), 7(3)(d)(i).. Available at: https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/ENG/ACTS/P-8.6/index.html.
However, even when an exception may apply or when consent has been affirmatively obtained, the collection, use, or disclosure of personal information must still be considered reasonable. To adjudicate reasonableness, organizations are expected to assess their activities against the *Eastmond* factors. Namely, organizations must assess:

- Is the measure demonstrably necessary to meet a specific need?
- Is the measure likely effective in meeting that need?
- Is the loss of privacy proportional to the benefit gained?
- Is there a less privacy-invasive way of achieving the same end?²³⁸

These questions and their application are taken up in more detail in section 4.5.2 of this report.

Under the *Privacy Act*, government agencies are not required to obtain individuals’ consent before collecting, using, or disclosing data as outlined in sections 5, 7, and 8, respectively. Generally, these exceptions arise where:

- Collection, use, or disclosure is authorized by any other Act of Parliament, or any regulation made thereunder that authorizes disclosure;²³⁹
- A federal institution has entered into an information-sharing agreement (e.g., the Pan-Canadian Public Health Network);²⁴⁰ or
- In the opinion of the head of the institution, the public interest in disclosure clearly outweighs any invasion of privacy that could result from that disclosure.²⁴¹

Each of the noted conditions can be at play in a public health emergency, such as a pandemic. The type of information being collected can span from asking about recent travel, to inquiring about an individual's health or the health of a person with whom the individual is cohabiting, to the health of an individual's children, and to whether an individual employee is working remotely.

### 4.1.2 - Provincial Health Information Protection Legislation

Canada has a decentralized healthcare system that sees individuals’ personal health information collected, used, and disclosed by public and private entities when they interact with the healthcare system. These public and private entities tend to be referred to as Health Information Custodians (HICs) in Canadian health information legislation.

---

²³⁸ *Eastmond v Canadian Pacific Railway*, 2004 FC 852.
²³⁹ *Privacy Act*, RSC 1985, c P-21, s 8(2)(b). Available at: https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/P-21/page-1.html.
²⁴⁰ *Privacy Act*, RSC 1985, c P-21, s 8(2)(f). Available at: https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/P-21/page-1.html.
²⁴¹ *Privacy Act*, RSC 1985, c P-21, s 8(2)(m). Available at: https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/P-21/page-1.html.
HICs must abide by federal privacy legislation, provincial privacy legislation that has been deemed substantially similar to PIPEDA with regard to collecting health information during commercial activities, as well as provincial health legislation.\textsuperscript{142}

In Ontario, the \textit{Personal Health Information Protection Act (PHIPA)} governs the collection, use, and disclosure of personal health information by HICs or by individuals who have custody or control of Ontarians’ personal health information.\textsuperscript{143}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|p{\textwidth}|}
\hline
\textbf{Information Box Four: Health Information Custodians Under PHIPA} \\
\hline
Health Information Custodians (HICs) are defined as a person who has custody or control of personal health information as a result of performing the person's or organization's powers or duties. To be an HIC, the person or organization must be described in the enumerated subparagraphs of s 3(1) of PHIPA:
\begin{itemize}
\item A health care practitioner or a person who operates a group practice of health care practitioners
\item A service provider within the meaning of the \textit{Home Care and Community Services Act, 1994} who provides a community service within the meaning of that Act (regardless of whether they are publicly funded)
\item A person who operates one of the following facilities, programs or services:
  \begin{itemize}
  \item A hospital within the meaning of the \textit{Public Hospitals Act}, a private hospital within the meaning of the \textit{Private Hospitals Act}, a psychiatric facility within the meaning of the \textit{Mental Health Act} or an independent health facility within the meaning of the \textit{Independent Health Facilities Act}
  \item A long-term care home within the meaning of the \textit{Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007}, a placement co-ordinator described in subsection 40 (1) of that Act, or a care home within the meaning of the \textit{Residential Tenancies Act, 2006}
  \item A retirement home within the meaning of the \textit{Retirement Homes Act, 2010}
  \item A pharmacy within the meaning of the \textit{Drug and Pharmacies Regulation Act}
  \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
\end{tabular}
\hline
\end{table}


\textsuperscript{143} \textit{Personal Health Information Protection Act}, 2004, SO 2004, c 3, s1.
• A laboratory or a specimen collection centre as defined in section 5 of the Laboratory and Specimen Collection Centre Licensing Act
• An ambulance service within the meaning of the Ambulance Act
• A home for special care within the meaning of the Homes for Special Care Act
• A centre, program or service for community health or mental health whose primary purpose is the provision of health care
• An evaluator within the meaning of the Health Care Consent Act, 1996 or an assessor within the meaning of the Substitute Decisions Act, 1992
• A medical officer of health of a board of health within the meaning of the Health Protection and Promotion Act
• The Minister, together with the Ministry of the Minister if the context so requires
• Any other person prescribed as a health information custodian if the person has custody or control of personal health information as a result of or in connection with performing prescribed powers, duties or work or any prescribed class of such persons

Sections 38-50 of PHIPA set out instances where disclosure is allowed, including if the disclosure occurs to prevent the spread of disease and to promote and protect the health of Ontarians and if the custodian has reasonable grounds to believe that the disclosure is necessary to eliminate or reduce serious bodily harm.\(^{144}\) In the case of a pandemic, these provisions can authorize the disclosure of personal health information. In British Columbia, the E-Health (Personal Health Information Access and Protection of Privacy) Act contains similar provisions that enable information sharing in times of a public health crisis,\(^{145}\) and the Quebec Public Health Act allows for the disclosure of information during the state of health emergency.\(^{146}\)

---


the basis that a reasonable person would objectively consider the purpose reasonable in the circumstances and where there is a threat to public health. In PHIPA for example, a health information custodian may disclose personal health information about an individual in the following circumstances:

- to the Chief Medical Officer of Health, a medical officer of health, or a public health authority if the disclosure is made for the prevention of the spread of disease and the promotion and protection of the health of the people of Ontario\textsuperscript{147}

- to the Chief Medical Officer of Health, a medical officer of health, or a public health authority if the disclosure is made pursuant to the Immunization of School Pupils Act\textsuperscript{148}

- to the Ontario Agency for Health Protection and Promotion. Disclosures to such an agency are conditioned on the disclosure being designed to enhance the protection and promotion of the health of Ontarians and to contribute to efforts to reduce health inequities by establishing an agency to provide scientific and technical advice, to support those working across sectors to protect and improve the health of Ontarians, and to carry out and support activities such as population health assessment, public health research, surveillance, epidemiology, planning, and evaluation\textsuperscript{149}

Broadly, the disclosures noted above reveal the minimal constraints that PHIPA, as an example, places on the circulation of health information, especially in a public health emergency. Furthermore, legislation such as PHIPA may prevent individuals from bringing legal action against HICs. In the case of PHIPA, health information custodians cannot be sued for activities undertaken in good faith and reasonable in the circumstances.\textsuperscript{150} This provision has received limited judicial consideration, thus it is difficult to assess how the Information and Privacy Commissioner of Ontario might interpret it in any specific factual circumstance. However, the text of the immunity provision bears resemblance to the reasonableness provisions, which enable disclosure if the HIC, in good faith, believed that disclosure was reasonable to prevent the spread of disease and protect public health. The immunity provision, then, can arguably be understood to simply reinforce the idea that HICs can disclose information if done for reasonable purposes.


\textsuperscript{150} Personal Health Information Protection Act, 2004, SO 2004, C 3, s 70. Available at: https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/04p03; Health Protection and Promotion Act, RSO 1990, c H7, s 2. Available at: https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/90h07.
4.2 - Privacy and Health Legislation During SARS

An analysis of the governance of the 2003 SARS outbreak in Canada provides some answers to how privacy legislation has been applied in the health emergencies context, how health and emergencies laws have enabled information sharing to effectuate government pandemic responses.

Canada was significantly affected by SARS and saw 438 suspected cases and 44 deaths. The World Health Organization (WHO) issued a travel ban on the Greater Toronto Area because of the spread of SARS in the city. A National Advisory Committee on SARS and Public Health was established to assess Canada’s response to SARS and to recommend changes to public health governance in light of shortcomings. Of the Committee’s recommendations, some pertained to the application of privacy legislation and the lack of effective information sharing between federal and provincial governments.

As it pertains to public sector privacy legislation, the report noted that the federal Privacy Act provided too little privacy protection to secure personal information in the context of a public health emergency. In particular, the report noted, in reference to the Privacy Act:

The consent provisions are weaker than those envisaged in the new act, and there is no specific test of necessity for the collection, use, or disclosure of personal information. Non-consensual disclosure is permitted "for the purpose for which the information was obtained ...or for use consistent with that purpose," or "for any purpose in accordance with any Act of Parliament or any regulation." Thus, the importance of the objective, the necessity of using identifiable information, and the weighing of the benefits obtained against the damage done to the individual are neither identified nor considered. The Privacy Act does not impose any legal obligation to use those measures which are the least invasive of privacy, such as de-identification, access on a need-to-know basis, etc.

In contrast, and although private sector privacy legislation was just coming into effect at the time, the report stated that:

To the extent that PIPEDA does apply, provisions in the law appear designed to safeguard provider reporting obligations under federal and provincial law. However, PIPEDA may still impede surveillance because of its tight restrictions on the non-consensual collection of information.


The report also took issue with the application of consumer privacy laws without legislators having necessarily paid sufficient attention to the needs of the health sector.\textsuperscript{154}

Broadly, the National Advisory Committee on SARS and Public Health found that the failure to provide information to the international community was the result of a lack of information sharing between governments, and this occurred, in part, as a consequence of Canadian-specific constitutional and technological realities.\textsuperscript{155} Canada has a decentralized healthcare system where health is not constitutionally assigned to either federal or provincial jurisdiction within sections 91 and 92 of the Constitution.\textsuperscript{156} As a result, which level of government is responsible for which particular element of healthcare is context-specific, and this has historically led to coordination problems between federal and provincial governments, including during the SARS pandemic.\textsuperscript{157} Legal and institutional protectionism on the parts of government agencies, in effect, has long played a significant role in explaining information-sharing dynamics between governments in Canada, as opposed to privacy-related issues. The committee’s report makes clear that data sharing had to occur more freely in the future between provincial and federal health authorities to overcome the identified deficiencies,\textsuperscript{158} and it specifically noted that the absence of appropriate and shared databases interfered with outbreak investigation and management.


\textsuperscript{157} Katherine Fierlbeck and Lorian Hardcastle. “Have the Post-SARS Reforms Prepared Us for Covid-19? Mapping the Institutional Landscape,” in Vulnerable: The Law, Policy and Ethics of COVID-19, University of Ottawa Press. Available at: https://www.canlii.org/en/commentary/doc/2020CanLIIDocs1866#fragment/BQcwgziBcwMVygK4DsWwzQeWwE4BUBTADwBdoByCyGyBpIlTClBFQ3AT0tokoLC4EBdtypBQkAGU8pAElCAgSyFEAMiBqAQQByAYRW1SYEhRS2ONWpA.

management while simultaneously constraining epidemiological and clinical research into SARS.\textsuperscript{159}

The committee's critique of public-sector privacy legislation rings true today as many commentators have called on the government to insert overarching necessity and proportionality obligations into the \textit{Privacy Act}, a subject of reform efforts today. Conversely, the committee's critique of private sector privacy legislation was arguably coloured by the lack of jurisprudential application or interpretation of the newly enacted federal privacy legislation. At the time, there was limited understanding of how \textit{PIPEDA} applied to the health sector, and when the report was written, most provinces aside from Quebec had not established their own legislation to govern personal health information. At no point did the report indicate that the Quebec commercial privacy legislation would specifically impede health emergency responses. Ontario's \textit{PHIPA}, as an example, was implemented in May 2004 following the SARS outbreak.\textsuperscript{160} These provincial legislative frameworks were intended to address the needs of the health sector and alleviate concerns pertaining to proactive information sharing that were raised in the report.

Overall, though the application of privacy protective legislation was noted by the report's authors as a potential issue in responding to future health crises, they recognized that the key problem during the SARS pandemic was the lack of shared databases and coordination between federal and provincial health agencies.\textsuperscript{161} Privacy rights were raised as a prospective, as opposed to an actual, hindrance. These concerns were addressed through provincial health legislation that was passed into law following the SARS outbreak as well as through efforts to more generally better govern health information.

\textbf{4.3 - Post-SARS Efforts to Better Govern Health Information}

The National Advisory Committee on SARS and Public Health report assessed five proposals that were intended to enhance communication between and across government bodies.


\textsuperscript{160} See: \textit{Personal Health Information Protection Act, 2004}, SO 2004, C 3. Available at: https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/04p03.

Proposals that paralleled American efforts to securitize health issues, discussed in section 4.3.1, were ultimately rejected in favour of the adopted proposal concerning the use of emergency legislation and preventative monitoring, which are discussed in section 4.3.2.

4.3.1 - Rejected Proposals

Health Canada began to draft a *Food and Drugs Act* in 1998 to address “shortcomings in Health Canada’s legislative basis for health protection” and conducted consultations on legislative proposals in 2003. The draft *Canadian Health Protection Act (CHPA)* would have repealed and replaced four statutes: the *Food and Drugs Act*, the *Hazardous Products Act*, the *Quarantine Act*, and the *Radiation Emitting Devices Act*, and the *Learning from SARS* report advocated its adoption.

The *CHPA* included procedures to deal with communicable diseases associated with persons entering and exiting Canada and established a national framework for coordinated public-health-related surveillance. The *Act* also would have established national health surveillance by creating national databases for infectious disease surveillance and implementing timeline and reporting procedures. However, the *Canada Health Protection Act* did not pass into law and, as such, the proposed changes to federal private and public sector regulation did not take effect.


The Learning from SARS report also assessed whether it would be viable to adopt the Center for Disease Control’s Model State Emergency Health Powers Act (i.e., the CDC Model Act). In the CDC Model Act, reporting obligations were triggered when a healthcare provider, pharmacist, or vet suspected a biological threat and required the patient’s name, date of birth, sex, race, occupation, current work and home addresses, names of healthcare providers, and any other information needed to locate the patient for follow-up.\(^\text{168}\) The Canadian advisory committee found that provincial health legislation contained reporting obligations that paralleled those in the CDC Model Act. Any differences were attributed to the “emergent focus” of the Model Act.\(^\text{169}\) Accordingly, while they assessed the CDC Model Act, the advisory committee ultimately found that it was not necessary to adopt the model in Canada.

### Information Box Six: The CDC Model Act

The CDC Model Act, drafted by Professor Larry Gostin, the Co-Director of the Center for Law and the Public’s Health at both Georgetown and John Hopkins Universities, was draft model legislation to increase state powers to respond to bioterrorism or other outbreaks of disease in response to the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001. The CDC’s Model Act contained provisions regarding reporting obligations, tracking, information sharing, and access to and disclosure of health information. By December 2001, the Act was released to state legislatures for review and approval and was passed in various iterations in 40 states by August 2011.

The collection of personal health information imagined in the CHPA and the reporting requirements outlined in the CDC Model Act could have required changes to legislation governing personal information and its subset, personal health information. In the Learning from SARS report, the Committee also noted that a national system of health surveillance would require collecting vast amounts of personal information and could thus potentially collide with both public- and private-sector privacy legislation.\(^\text{170}\) As it


pertains to public-sector privacy legislation, the CHPA would have addressed concerns regarding the lack of necessity and proportionality obligations in the *Privacy Act* by adding these safeguards. As well, *PIPEDA* was said to potentially impede surveillance due to its tight restrictions on the non-consensual collection of information, particularly as it pertained to the transfer of personal health information. These concerns, however, were ultimately for naught as section 7 of *PIPEDA* includes exceptions to consent that can apply to the disease surveillance context, and the health legislation enacted by the provinces provided legislative frameworks to govern the intra-national sharing of personal health information; particular attention was paid to the concerns raised by the health sector and the Committee’s report. As a result, the specific concerns raised in the report pertaining to private-sector privacy law were largely rejected by the federal and provincial governments, and health legislation was designed to provide greater certainty of how and under what conditions personal health information could be collected, used, or disclosed in the context of health emergencies.

### 4.3.2 - Adopted Proposals

The authors of the *Learning from SARS* report recommended that the Canadian government enhance how information was collected and shared to better inform and enable the government to respond to health emergencies. In 2004, the Canadian government created the Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC). PHAC was established as a monitoring body that was tasked with preventing disease and injuries, responding to public health threats, promoting good physical and mental health, and providing information to support informed decision making.\(^\text{171}\) Under PHAC’s extensive mandate and given that the *Privacy Act* is highly permissive in enabling government organizations to collect, use, and disclose personal information when doing so is directly related to one of the organization’s operational activities, almost any collection of personal information in a pandemic situation would relate directly to PHAC’s public health mandate. In 2006, the *Public Health Agency of Canada Act* (PHACA) came into force and provided the legislative basis for the monitoring body. *PHACA* allows the minister to establish any public health collection program through regulations.\(^\text{172}\) This organizational mandate for PHAC and new regulation-making power for the minister collectively create a powerful data-collection capability at the federal level with few explicit safeguards.

The *Learning from SARS*’ authors noted that information collection, use, and disclosure constituted a significant issue that arose during the SARS outbreak, and these issues were

---


taken up by Canadian governments following SARS. In particular, the report assessed a proposal raised by the Canadian Medical Association for a *Health Emergencies Act* to be adopted, which would provide graded increases in federal responsibility and jurisdiction based on the scale of the emergency with provincial and territorial consultation at every stage.\(^{173}\) The report advocated for the adoption of the *Health Emergencies Act* in light of its harmonization of provincial and federal emergencies legislation. While the *Health Emergencies Act* was rejected, updates were made to emergency legislation in Ontario and more inclusive interpretations of emergency and health legislation emerged in Quebec and British Columbia.

In Ontario, provincial emergencies powers were first established with the 1983 *Emergency Plans Act*. Though the legislation did not contemplate public health crises, amendments in 1999 did expand the definition of emergency to include “impending situations.”\(^{174}\) The *Emergency Plans Act* was repealed in 2002 following its replacement by the *Emergency Management Act (EMA)*. The *EMA* was in force during the SARS crisis, but its powers were not exercised. The failures during the SARS crisis were, however, used to demonstrate the need for emergency legislation in the face of a health-related emergency. As a result, the *EMA* underwent review that culminated in the *Emergency Management and Civil Protection Act (EMCPA)* in 2006.\(^{175}\) The *EMCPA* amended the definition of “emergency” to include, “a situation or an impending situation [...] that is caused by [...] a disease or other health risk.”\(^{176}\) This marked the first instance where public health emergencies were explicitly contemplated in Ontario emergency legislation\(^{177}\) and the amended *Act* remains in force as of writing and has been used by the Ontario government throughout the COVID-19 pandemic.

Though British Columbia and Quebec’s emergency legislation has not undergone similar explicit changes as in Ontario, emergency legislation in those provinces has been understood to apply to public health crises and, thus, required no legislative changes.

---


post-SARS. In British Columbia, the *Emergency Programs Act* can be invoked if the provincial government is “satisfied that an emergency exists or is imminent.” The broad language recognizes that health crises can be treated as an emergency under the Act. In contrast, the province of Quebec specifically contemplates public health emergencies in public health legislation. The *Public Health Act* enables Quebec to declare a state of health emergency, without delay and without formality, to protect the health of the population. The federal government, too, has emergency legislation, the *Emergencies Act*, which enables expanded powers and limited judicial review when a public welfare emergency is proclaimed under s 6(1). However, such an emergency is permitted only where the use of existing statutes and the provincial response is inadequate, setting a high threshold for its use, and even when that threshold has been met, the *Emergencies Act* lacks an explicit provision to collect data in a public welfare emergency. As of writing, the federal government has declined to use its emergency powers during the COVID-19 pandemic.

The inclusion of public health emergencies to emergencies legislation can have effects on information sharing during health crises, though not all such legislation applies in precisely the same way. Under Ontario’s *EMCPA*, provincial decision makers can make orders that require that “any person collect, use or disclose information that in the opinion of the [Cabinet] may be necessary in order to prevent, respond to or alleviate the effects of the emergency.” Such information will be “subject to any law with respect to the privacy and confidentiality of personal information” – but only, “when the declared

---


180 *Emergencies Act*, RSC 1985, c 22 (4th Supp), ss 6(1): when the Governor in Council believes, on reasonable grounds, that a public welfare emergency exists and necessitates the taking of special temporary measures for dealing with the emergency, the Governor in Council, after such consultation as is required by section 14, may, by proclamation, so declare.

181 While it is possible that section 8(1)(d) of the *Emergencies Act* could authorize data collection, this is not self-apparent upon reading the legislation. Specifically, it reads:

> “8 (1) While a declaration of a public welfare emergency is in effect, the Governor in Council may make such orders or regulations with respect to the following matters as the Governor in Council believes, on reasonable grounds, are necessary for dealing with the emergency …(d) the authorization of or direction to any person, or any person of a class of persons, to render essential services of a type that that person, or a person of that class, is competent to provide and the provision of reasonable compensation in respect of services so rendered.”

We refrain from making a strong argument in favour of or opposed to a reading of this section of the *Emergencies Act* to enable data collection but, instead, simply raise that this is an area of legislation that could be clarified in future legislative reform.

emergency is terminated.”\textsuperscript{183} The Quebec Public Health Act imposes a prescriptive legal standard that must be met prior to the authorization of information sharing.\textsuperscript{184} In British Columbia, in contrast, section 10.1(3) of the Emergency Program Act requires that the Minister’s regulations are “proportionate” to the objectives, while simultaneously empowering the Minister to “do all acts and implement all procedures that the minister considers necessary to prevent, respond to or alleviate the effects of an emergency or a disaster.”\textsuperscript{185} In aggregate, while there are different requirements that provincial and federal Ministers and organizations must meet to collect, use, and disclose personal information in the midst of a health emergency, the conditions for such activities are extremely permissive and do relatively little to establish controls or restrictions on how governments may handle information in such situations.

4.4 - The COVID-19 Pandemic and the Case of COVID Alert

Between the 2003 SARS outbreak and the COVID-19 pandemic, the federal government and several provinces updated their respective legislation to enable governments to lawfully overcome hurdles to information sharing in a public health crisis. Overall, government agencies were empowered to better coordinate information sharing between federal and provincial governments and were authorized to share certain types of information to combat health emergencies, so long as such sharing was reasonable. The PHAC Act cast PHAC as responsible for proactive and reactive pandemic management and enabled PHAC to robustly share information. Additionally, emergency legislation generally authorized governments to collect, use, or disclose information in emergencies with few restrictions under their respective legislation. In aggregate, these permissions were intended to empower governments to respond to pandemics or other crises without running afoul of the concerns raised post-SARS on how privacy legislation could potentially inhibit state responses to public health emergencies.

Perhaps the most controversial or, at least, the most publicly-debated public health surveillance measure in Canada at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic was the creation, adoption, and use of the COVID Alert application, which relied on the Google Apple Exposure Application (GAEN) framework. Such applications, in Canada as well as in other jurisdictions, generally were initially heralded as a novel way of combating the spread of COVID-19, but public commentary during their development and release regularly

\textsuperscript{183} Emergency Management and Civil Protection Act, RSO 1990, c E9, ss 7.0.2(7). Available at: https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/90e09.

\textsuperscript{184} Under section 133 of the Public Health Act, SQ, an organization must possess “reasonable grounds to believe that disclosure of confidential information would protect the health of the population”.

\textsuperscript{185} Emergency Programs Act, RSBC 1996, c 111, ss 10.1. Available at: https://www.bclaws.gov.bc.ca/civix/document/id/complete/statreg/96111_01.
raised concerns of whether they overly enabled government surveillance or if, in contrast, federal and provincial privacy legislation unduly inhibited the application’s full health surveillance potentials.

The privacy and civil liberty implications of government-sponsored contact-tracing applications have been explored by many Canadian experts. The Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada (OPC) conducted a review of the COVID Alert application and found that the risk of re-identification was low given the use of decentralized technologies. The Office noted that it was important to assess the effectiveness of the application should low adoption rates limit its value. Specifically, low adoption rates and the corresponding limited benefits to Canadians might necessitate a reconsideration of whether the collection of information was proportionate to the value of the application to public health. The OPC also stated that the application should remain voluntary with a purpose that was limited to exposure notification.

Other experts have considered the countervailing civil liberties at play in assessing COVID Alert. Austin et al. noted the importance of contact tracing to quell disease given the impact that self-isolation can have on individual security rights, citing individuals living in abusive relationships and those suffering from mental health challenges as examples. Under Austin et al.’s analysis, if digital contact tracing was as effective as it had been optimistically presented as being, the assessment of rights should not be limited to privacy rights alone but rather, inclusive of section 7 rights to life, liberty, and security of the person.


Recognizing that other rights were engaged, Parsons, in “Contact tracing must not compound historical discrimination,” noted that exposure-notification and contact-tracing applications had to be carefully adopted by non-governmental and governmental actors alike so as to avoid the application turning into a novel way of discriminating against the less privileged in society. ¹⁹¹ There were risks specifically associated with these applications amplifying the ‘digital divide’ in society on the basis that more affluent members of society could install the application whereas others, who might not have access to smartphones for themselves and their family members, could not install the application. There was also a divide between elderly residents of Canada who may not have access to a contemporary smartphone versus younger members of society who do. Moreover, the Canadian exposure-notification application was available only in English and French languages, making it more challenging for non-native English- or French-speaking residents of Canada to understand the application, configure it, or see how it would work. ¹⁹² Furthermore, Parsons argued that the reasonableness and proportionality of data collection and disclosure might be outweighed should significant function creep take place. Similarly, staff at the Canadian Civil Liberties Association undertook a public debate about the application and provided their assessments of whether the aims of the applications were reasonable and proportionate and whether deleterious social consequences might arise as it was used by Canadians. ¹⁹³

There is at least some indication that digital contract-tracing and exposure-notification applications have not been as effective as initially envisioned. The Digital Global Health & Humanitarianism (DGHH) Lab assessed the uptake and user engagement with contact-tracing applications in a variety of different countries. ¹⁹⁴ The DGHH Lab found that individual-, community-, and system-level factors influenced the uptake of these applications and included the following: perceptions of data collection and management; sense


¹⁹³ Noa Mendelsohn, Michael Bryant, and Brenda McPhail. (2020). “Contact Tracing App in Canada: To Download or Not,” Canadian Civil Liberties Association. Available at: https://ccla.org/contact-tracing-app/.

of community; communications and misinformation; accessibility and inclusion; trust in public/private institutions; policy and governance; response infrastructure; and digital capability. The Lab also attributed the poor uptake of digital contact-tracing applications to five major challenges, three of which speak to the privacy perceptions of individual citizens, including:

- fears of immediate and future surveillance
- privacy perceptions may override privacy-by-design principles
- poor perceptions of app effectiveness

As of early July 2021, the COVID Alert application had been downloaded approximately 6,500,000 times and slightly less than 34,000 one-time keys had been used. During the same time, there had been approximately 1.4 million reported cases of COVID-19 in the Canadian population, which meant that notifications were delivered in approximately 2.4% of cases. Notably, downloading the application was not correlated with having activated the application nor with individuals keeping the application installed after they had downloaded and activated it. The application was also unavailable for download onto older smartphones at its inception, and updates to operating systems sometimes disabled its functionality. Finally, in excess of the trust metrics associated with the government-sanctioned applications, the parameters of the GAEN protocol trigger only after spending 15 minutes within two meters of someone who has been registered as infected with COVID-19. Neither the time nor distance, as of writing, were clear determinants of whether someone had likely been exposed as infections could occur in less time and over greater distances due to the aerosolized nature of the virus. These limitations suggest that underreporting of contacts are, at least in part, linked to efficacy of the technology.

4.5 - Discussion

Successive public health emergencies have raised concerns that the protection of privacy rights unduly impedes information sharing or, alternately, that privacy rights are inappropriately infringed upon due to increased sharing that occurs amid public health crises. This section assesses these positions and finds in section 4.5.1 that privacy rights have not, in fact, unduly inhibited information sharing. At the same time, section 4.5.2 raises questions about whether and to what extent novel technologies that rely on mass voluntary and consensual adoption of technologies are likely to pass the Eastmond test where the specific goals of a technology are not clearly declared prior to or at the moment of its deployment. Finally, section 4.5.3 outlines how a disconnect can arise between lawful collection, use, and disclosure of personal information and individuals’ normative expectations of privacy and the challenges that such a disconnect can generate.
4.5.1 - Privacy Protection Frameworks Do Not Unduly Prevent Information Sharing

The critique that privacy laws unduly prevent information sharing arise from perceptions of why health emergencies were, and are, poorly handled. In the case of SARS, the failure by the federal government to adequately share information with the WHO led to Canada being criticized for its information-sharing practices. These issues resulted from poor coordination between federal and provincial governments in a decentralized federal system, as opposed to restrictions on the sharing of personal information as a result of federal or provincial privacy legislation.

One of the adopted proposals after SARS to better coordinate pandemic response, PHAC, came under scrutiny given its response to COVID-19. In her audit of PHAC after the spread of COVID-19 to Canada, Auditor General Karen Hogan concluded that although PHAC took steps to address problems that arose in the pandemic, it needed to improve upon its data-sharing agreements and information technology infrastructure to better support national disease surveillance in the future.195 Hogan found that PHAC failed to live up to its mandate by not issuing early warnings, adequately surveying COVID-19 abroad, conducting risk assessments, or sharing data. Again, information-sharing capacities, rather than privacy legislation, appear, at the time of writing, to be principally responsible for impeding government responses to COVID-19.

4.5.2 - Public and Privacy Data Handling Laws and New Technologies to Combat Health Emergencies

The data from the DGHH Lab’s study and concerning the uptake and usage of the COVID Alert application in Canada, in combination with comments from the OPC and privacy advocates, makes it difficult to ascertain whether the collection, use, and disclosure of information through COVID Alert continues to comply with privacy legislation. The GAEN framework utilizes decentralized information collection, and thus, raises questions as to the application of public and private privacy legislation that deals with identifiable personal information.

The Privacy Act would apply insofar as the application was predominantly operated by the public sector. So long as the collection, use, or disclosure of information was directly related to an operating activity, the COVID Alert application would likely comply with public sector privacy legislation. Notably, and as discussed previously, public health laws

as well as emergencies legislation significantly empower government organizations to collect, use, or disclose personal information when combating a health emergency, such as COVID-19, without imposing significant restrictions on such activities. However, we set aside these considerations of how public sector legislation might enable the operation of COVID Alert on a twofold basis: first, because PIPEDA (and substantially similar provincial legislation) arguably plays a role given that private companies developed the underlying framework for the application, and second, because the federal and provincial governments chose to make the adoption of the application voluntary, and thus consent driven as opposed to compelling its adoption.

In turning to private sector privacy legislation, namely PIPEDA, for our analysis, the adoption and use of the COVID Alert application was consent driven insofar as individuals could choose to download and install the application, configure it, and delete it whenever they chose. As such, there is no need to rely on an exception to consent in PIPEDA to justify its installation on individuals’ smartphones. However, even when consent has been obtained, it is necessary to assess whether a particular use of personal information is appropriate by way of applying the four factors in the Eastmond test:

- Is the measure demonstrably necessary to meet a specific need?
- Is the measure likely effective in meeting that need?
- Is the loss of privacy proportional to the benefit gained?
- Is there a less privacy-invasive way of achieving the same end?196

The COVID Alert application was a new technology. The application’s necessity was not well understood, its effectiveness remains unclear, and its benefits are largely unrealized a year after its launch. The result is that it is not inherently clear that the application was absolutely necessary to manage the pandemic, and given that there were successive waves of infection that took place after the application’s introduction, it was not necessarily effective in meeting a need—unless retroactive analysis of the application demonstrably indicates otherwise. At the same time, it is not easily apparent how to satisfy the Eastmond criteria using new technologies in emergencies that rely on mass, voluntary adoption for there to be (prospective) substantial societal benefits.

As of writing, there has not been a formal assessment by governmental or civil society oversight groups about whether the application achieved the purposes it set out to meet. Indeed, the government of Canada has not disclosed the objectives that the application was expected to accomplish (or the metrics used to measure this accomplishment),

196 Eastmond v Canadian Pacific Railway, 2004 FC 852.
despite the application being available to the public for approximately one year, at the
time of writing. The government did identify that some data on the application’s adoption
would be collected as of February 2021, but the standards upon which the data would be
evaluated were not provided. 197

The difficulty of ascertaining whether COVID Alert’s collection, use, and disclosure of
information satisfies the Eastmond factors magnifies the challenge of relying on these
factors, let alone the reasonableness standard, to assess the utility of new technologies
in emergency situations to combat the spread of diseases. There is a severe risk of adjudicating
the effectiveness of new technologies based on factors that are largely created
after the technology’s deployment because relying on after-the-fact factors makes it
challenging to determine the necessity, effectiveness, and proportionality of the technolo-
gical measure prior to it even being deployed, to say nothing of whether there was a
less privacy-intrusive way of achieving the same objective given the resources that were
available at the time. Put another way, without reasons that clearly justify the collec-
tion, use, or disclosure of personal information, a new technology may not satisfy the
Eastmond factors even when a technology has been consensually adopted by Canadians.
Further complicating any analysis is the fact that digital technologies can be, and in the
case of COVID Alert were, modified and updated over the course of their usage, which
threatens to make applying the four factors that much more challenging because an
initial assessment may be decided one way and a subsequent post-update assessment
another. Further, without a clarity in law that restricts how such updates might modify
an application, or the collection, use, or disclosure of the collected information, individ-
uals may decline to adopt an experimental application and thus reduce the effectiveness
and necessity of the technology in question.

From the use of digital contact-tracing mechanisms to the increased collection and
use of data from public and private corporations, information sharing remains in the
background of pandemic response and recovery efforts. Though many worried that this
increase in information sharing could come with impacts on legislated privacy protec-
tions, existing permissive health and emergencies legislation as well as exemptions and
permissions within privacy legislation ensured that enhanced data collection, use, and
disclosure was possible over the course of the pandemic and in similar kinds of health
emergencies. What remains to be seen in studies or commissions of inquiry in future
months and years is whether the sharing that was authorized under existing legislation
was, in fact, appropriately calibrated to mitigate the virus’ transmission.

197 Health Canada. (2021). “COVID Alert updated to help evaluate its effectiveness in reducing the
covid-19.html; Charlie Pinkerton. (2021). “Canada might learn soon whether COVID Alert app is a
dud,” iPolitics. Available at: https://ipollitics.ca/2021/02/11/canada-might-learn-soon-whether-covid-
alert-app-is-a-dud/.
4.5.3 - Privacy Protection Frameworks Do Not Adequately Address Privacy Concerns

Some of the privacy rights that Canadians normally enjoy can be modified in the face of public health emergencies such as when federal or provincial governments exercise emergency powers to justify their collection of personal information or when governments lawfully obtain or handle personal information when doing so is directly related to one of the organization’s operational activities. While either of these framings may provide governments with authority to collect, use, and disclose information, individuals may feel as though their privacy rights are unduly infringed on the basis that their consent may not be requested.

These experiences are, in part, linked to popular conceptions of what privacy means. Privacy as a concept is often represented as casting a barrier around individuals to create a sphere wherein their private affairs can be conducted as separate from intrusion from unauthorized public and private entities. These boundaries can take several forms depending on how privacy is conceptualized. For example, spatial or territorial boundaries recognize when an outsider views a space; behavioural or personal boundaries identify activities that are meant to be secure from unwanted attention and that protects bodily integrity; and informational boundaries protect types of information in differing degrees. The COVID-19 pandemic triggers many of these boundaries. Spatially, individuals want their homes to be private and free from their employer's gaze. Behaviourally or personally, individuals want to move about freely and make informed choices as to vaccinations. And informationally, individuals want to keep their medical information private. Perhaps most relevant in the pandemic context is the informational boundary because of the increased information sharing.

Consent-based frameworks envision privacy as control. That is, individuals control their information and function as manual gatekeepers, choosing who can cross their privacy boundaries and who cannot. When exceptions to consent operate and reasonableness models are exercised to override their manual control or where governments directly collect information on the basis that doing so pertains to an organization’s operations, individuals may naturally experience privacy violations, despite the presence of a law that potentially authorizes such boundary crossings.

Lisa Austin posits that derogations from consent should not necessarily be understood


as derogations from privacy. Instead, normative conceptions of privacy acknowledge the contextual integrity of moments that activate privacy norms and expectations. Rather than relying exclusively on consent-based models to empower individuals to exercise their privacy rights, a reasonable purposes model, which would see individuals giving implied consent where the purposes of the information collection, use, or disclosure are reasonable and the individual is properly notified of those purposes, might be adopted. Returning to the gatekeeper analogy, under the reasonableness model, rather than individuals manually gatekeeping their privacy boundaries, automatic gatekeepers would allow boundaries to be crossed when reasonable purposes are demonstrably necessary and proportionate.

Assessing the reasonableness of purposes, however, is challenging in emergency situations where the nature of the emergency is not precisely understood, which leaves open what information is needed to respond to it, and where collections, uses, or disclosures of information may have discriminatory effects on parts of the broader population. In such cases, neither individuals nor experts may understand what boundaries ought to be crossed or what data and how much of it is required by governments to quell the emergency or how long the emergency might last. In novel emergencies, government agencies that seek access to information may not know what information they need or how they will want to use collected information. These circumstances make it challenging to accurately assess the necessity and proportionality of any given measure. Finally, both contextual integrity and reasonableness standards are normatively challenged when individuals do not trust the “automatic gatekeeper” (i.e., the government or courts) to ensure that their data is not being unduly collected, used, or disclosed. Put another way, where either the context itself, government institutions, or their private sector partners are treated with suspicion and skepticism (e.g., “is the COVID-19 pandemic real?” “Will the government just change the terms under which they use my information once they have collected it?”), the very reasons used to justify the collection, uses, or disclosures of data may be contested.

Amid the COVID-19 pandemic, these concerns have loomed large. Individuals remained uninformed of the amount of data being collected about them to quell the emergency,


which still has an unknown duration. Additionally, governments have experimented with new technologies, such as the COVID Alert application, without certainty regarding the effectiveness or necessity of the information that has been collected. Lastly, individuals often lacked trust in public institutions that were tasked with protecting their privacy and associated rights. How governments will address these challenges is left to future parliamentary committees, commissioners of inquiry, or even Royal Commissions to answer. What is clear is that the pandemic has once more thrown into relief the difficulties of defining and protecting privacy rights and interests and the conditions under which government agencies or their proxies can collect, use, or disclose information generally, as well as in the midst of a health emergency.

4.6 - Conclusion

The COVID-19 pandemic represents the first public health crisis in which Canada’s federal and provincial privacy, health, and emergency legislation operated simultaneously, highlighting the use of these powers to collect, use, and disclose personal information. As a result of a poorly coordinated government response to SARS, proactive and reactive tools to combat public health threats were implemented, including the creation of the Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC) and the application of emergency legislation to public health crises. Both PHAC and the emergency legislation were used during the COVID-19 pandemic. Lawful information sharing also occurred often, despite individuals remaining uninformed of the amount of data being collected about them. Additionally, the COVID-19 pandemic was novel in terms of the digital technologies used to collect information, which raised concerns as to how existing legislation governs new technology when its necessity and proportionality remain unclear. Moreover, the low user uptake of the COVID Alert application, in particular, suggests that despite the privacy-protecting nature of the GAEN technology, individuals still had concerns about their privacy. Considering these problems, the ways in which Canada governs information sharing and protects privacy rights ought to be revisited and reformed following the conclusion of the COVID-19 pandemic.

---
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The Government of Canada introduced the Consumer Privacy Protection Act (CPPA), an expansive piece of legislation, during the COVID-19 pandemic. It would have reified some aspects of existing federal privacy legislation while expanding how information could be collected, used, or disclosed to other public or private parties without first obtaining individuals’ consent. The legislation ultimately died on the Order Paper when a federal election was called in August 2021.

In this section, we first outline how selected parts of the legislation (which are linked with the non-consensual collection, use, or disclosure of personal information) could inform future data-handling practices as they pertain to health research and health emergencies; then we proceed to discuss their ramifications. Given that the CPPA was intended to replace the existing legislation, the Personal Information and Protection of Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA), we do not distinguish between what has been slightly modified in the update and what has been newly introduced because the CPPA, in its entirety, would guide how personal information might be used in future health emergencies. After outlining the legislation and some of its ramifications, we conclude by discussing the key principles that Western democratic states should integrate into privacy law reforms that either reify existing practices or that broaden non-consensual collections, uses, or disclosures of personal information in responding to health crises.

5.1 - Legislative Summary

Had it been passed into law, the CPPA would have replaced the existing federal commercial privacy legislation, PIPEDA. PIPEDA, as of writing, continues to establish the minimal standards that Canadian organizations in Canada must comply with when operating in a federally regulated sector or should they engage in cross-provincial business. Provincial governments can pass significantly similar legislation (i.e., either similar to or exceeding the standards in PIPEDA) that is applied to organizations under those governments’ jurisdiction.

The CPPA was broadly intended “to maintain, modernize, and extend existing rules and to impose new rules on private sector organizations for the protection of personal information.” This would have included both re-enacting “a range of provisions in the Personal

---

205 At time of writing, a series of provinces are also at different stages of reforming their privacy laws. These provinces include Alberta, British Columbia, Quebec, and Ontario.

Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act that allow organizations to disclose an individual’s personal information to a government institution without their knowledge or consent in certain circumstances” as well as “related provisions allowing an organization to collect personal information for the purposes of some of these disclosures,” and introducing new provisions pertaining to the non-consensual collection, use, or disclosure of personal information. For the purposes of this legislative summary and analysis, we focus principally on sections 29-39 of the CPPA as they pertained to the non-consensual collection of personal information and the ways in which such information might have been used to combat future health emergencies.

Under the draft legislation, organizations could have used data in the public interest when doing so would protect an individual or provide notice to their next of kin; mitigate financial abuse; and contribute to statistical or scholarly study or research, archival purposes, journalistic or literary purposes; or more broadly for ‘socially beneficial purposes.’ In our analysis, we do not include situations of notifying next-of-kin, financial abuse, archival uses, or journalistic or literary purposes.

In accordance with the legislation, an organization could have collected or used an individual’s personal information if doing so was in the interests of the individual but where consent could not be obtained in a timely way. The CPPA would have reified a provision in PIPEDA concerning emergency situations. Specifically, under the CPPA, organizations could have used an individual’s personal information without their knowledge or consent, “for the purpose of acting in respect of an emergency that threatens the life, health or security of any individual”. Only if the information had been disclosed to


208 Bill C-11: An Act to enact the Consumer Privacy Protection Act and the Personal Information and Data Protection Tribunal Act and to make consequential and related amendments to other Acts (CPPA) (First Reading), Section 29-31.

209 CPPA (1st Reading), Section 33. This is currently enshrined in PIPEDA, Section 7(3)(c.1)(iv).

210 CPPA (1st Reading), Section 34. This is currently enshrined in PIPEDA, Section 7(3)(d.1-d.3).

211 CPPA (1st Reading), Section 35. This is currently enshrined in PIPEDA, Section 7(3)(f).

212 CPPA (1st Reading), Section 36. This is currently enshrined in PIPEDA, Section 7(3)(g).

213 CPPA (1st Reading), Section 38. This is currently enshrined in PIPEDA, Section 7(1)(c).

214 CPPA (1st Reading), Section 39.

215 CPPA (1st Reading), Section 29(1).

216 CPPA (1st Reading), Section 29(2).

217 CPPA (1st Reading), Section 30. This is currently enshrined in PIPEDA, Section 7(2)(b).
another party would the organization have to retroactively notify the individual of the activity and do so in writing, “without delay”. Relatedly, an organization could have disclosed the identity of an individual without their knowledge or consent “if the disclosure is necessary to identify the individual who is injured, ill or deceased and is made to a government institution, a part of a government institution or the individual’s next of kin or authorized representative”. The organization would then have been required to inform the individual of this disclosure, without delay and in writing, if they were alive.

Organizations would also have been permitted to disclose individuals' personal information without their consent in situations where the disclosure was made, “for statistical purposes or for scholarly study or research purposes and those purposes cannot be achieved without disclosing the information”, and where it would be impractical to obtain consent, and the Privacy Commissioner of Canada was alerted ahead of the disclosure. There are no limitations included in the legislation that describe what constitutes a valid or an appropriate kind of statistical or scholarly study or research project.

The broadest and most novel situation in which an organization might have been able to disclose an individual’s personal information under the CPPA was when doing so would have advanced a socially beneficial purpose. In such situations, an organization might have disclosed personal information without an individuals’ knowledge or consent so long as criteria contained within section 39(1) had been met:

a. the personal information is de-identified before the disclosure is made;

b. the disclosure is made to

i. a government institution or part of a government institution in Canada,

ii. a health care institution, post-secondary educational institution or public library in Canada,

iii. any organization that is mandated, under a federal or provincial law or by contract with a government institution or part of a government institution in Canada, to carry out a socially beneficial purpose, or

iv. any other prescribed entity; and

c. the disclosure is made for a socially beneficial purpose.

---
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The CPPA defined “socially beneficial purposes” as constituting “a purpose related to health, the provision or improvement of public amenities or infrastructure, the protection of the environment or any other prescribed purpose”.\textsuperscript{223} Prescribed entities and other prescribed purposes would have been set using orders in council as opposed to requiring legislative authorization.\textsuperscript{224}

### 5.2 - Discussion

If passed into law without modification, the CPPA would have perpetuated existing exceptions to consent while creating new ones that could have been used in future health emergencies. In our discussion, we outline how existing exceptions could be used under PIPEDA today and reified had the CPPA received Royal Assent, as well as how new exemptions surrounding socially beneficial uses of personal information could be used by private organizations.

To begin, maintaining a condition in which organizations can collect and use information in the interests of the affected individual when consent cannot be obtained in a timely way threatens to continue the practice of private organizations justifying their decisions to handle data in excess of what an individual might consider to be in their personal interests. As an example, during the COVID-19 pandemic, marketing companies used information that was collected for one purpose—such as advertising or facilitating the data brokerage economy more broadly—to provide assessments of residents’ mobility patterns and communicate that individuals’ movements may be spreading infections.\textsuperscript{225} Many such data brokers collected information from applications on mobile devices.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{223} CPPA (1st Reading), Section 39(2).
  \item \textsuperscript{224} Privy Council Office. (2021). “Orders in Council: Glossary,” Government of Canada. Available at: https://www.canada.ca/en/privy-council/services/orders-in-council.html. The Government of Canada defines an ‘Order in Council’ as: “A legal instrument made by the Governor in Council pursuant to a statutory authority or, less frequently, the royal prerogative. All [Orders In Council] are made on the recommendation of the responsible Minister of the Crown and take legal effect only when signed by the Governor General.”
devices without any specific interaction with the owners of those devices. As such, they had no way of directly or meaningfully obtaining consent for additional uses of the collected data. These kinds of unilateral collections or processing of information, of which individuals may have no knowledge, by organizations could persist and expand in the future should the existing language in PIPEDA be reified in future privacy legislation, as was the case in the CPPA. By way of example, this reification may mean that in future health emergencies that sensors, which have been distributed around a city for the purpose of calculating population density (e.g., by assessing how frequently people pass down a street), may subsequently be used to identify individuals who possess some potential disease symptom (e.g., a particular skin tone, gait pattern, etc.) without seeking affirmations from individuals that they consent to such uses of their personal information.

In turning to how private organizations might mobilize information in the advent of an emergency, the CPPA replicated the pre-existing exemptions to obtaining consent that have been associated with section 7(2)(b) of PIPEDA. Specifically, the CPPA did not define precisely what constitutes an emergency. When this absence of a definition is combined with the breadth of situations where an individual might be identified, governments have the ability to mount a strong argument that they should be permitted to use information from private telecommunications networks to respond to a health crisis. Over the course of the pandemic, telecommunications companies in Canada, the UK, and the United States have all been restricted in how they could or would assist governments, in part due to questions concerning the efficacy of their assistance as well as consumer perceptions of privacy concerns; in Canada, at least, the same companies might have been challenged in arguing that PIPEDA (or the CPPA, had it been passed into law) would have precluded such data sharing. If the CPPA had been passed into law, telecommunications companies would, in theory, have been able to share information under that legislation on the basis that the legislation affirmed that organizations could use individuals’ personal information for the purposes of “acting in respect of an emergency that threatens the life [or] health...of any individual.” In effect, this would replicate the pre-existing permissive sharing conditions found in PIPEDA’s section 7(2)(b).

---
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Yet, where the specific symptoms of a disease are unknown or the ways a disease is communicable are still in question, any company that collected information could use that personal information to try to assess or solve these kinds of questions and any other question that pertain to responding to threats to the life, health, or security of any individual. In effect, this element of PIPEDA, which would have been recertified in the CPPA, threatens to permit any use of any collected data without organizations needing to notify the individuals whose data is being used, so long as an organization can justify the usage.

In a related vein, under the CPPA, in emergency situations organizations could, “disclose an individual’s personal information without their knowledge or consent to a person who needs the information because of an emergency that threatens the life, health or security of any individual.”\(^{229}\) In the case that this information was disclosed, the individual must subsequently be notified “without delay” about the disclosure in writing.\(^{230}\) (These permissions and requirements also exist in PIPEDA at 7(3)(e).\(^{231}\)) In cases where organizations collect information about individuals but may lack a home or work address, phone number to send a text message, or email address, it may be functionally impossible to contact individuals about such disclosures. This inability may not have prohibited the disclosure of information under the CPPA (or PIPEDA), so long as organizations committed to notifying individuals in writing without delay by perhaps taking out advertisements meant to target individuals whose data had been disclosed. As an example, a company might collect movement data throughout an urban environment, which constitutes information about identifiable individuals, and disclose information about who was proximate to super-spreader disease events to other organizations under section 31 of the CPPA. Despite having a rich set of personal information, the organization may lack a defined way of contacting the specific individuals; while the organization might assume it knows where the individuals work or live, in dense urban environments, this movement information may not be linked to a specific home address or a desk or station at which the individual works. Nonetheless, when disclosed to another organization that could overlay additional information atop that disclosed, the individual might be quickly and easily identified by the party to whom the information was shared, without this information

\(^{229}\) CPPA (1st Reading), Section 31. Emphasis not in original.

\(^{230}\) CPPA (1st Reading), Section 31.

\(^{231}\) PIPEDA 7(3)(e): “7(3): For the purpose of clause 4.3 of Schedule 1, and despite the note that accompanies that clause, an organization may disclose personal information without the knowledge or consent of the individual only if the disclosure is … (7(3)(e)) made to a person who needs the information because of an emergency that threatens the life, health or security of an individual and, if the individual whom the information is about is alive, the organization informs that individual in writing without delay of the disclosure.”
transitioning to the original disclosing party. The result is that while the information might be used by the organization to whom information had been disclosed, the originator of the information might be prevented from informing individuals of the disclosure.

Per section 35(a) of the *CPPA* or section 7(3)(f) of *PIPEDA*, novel epidemiological situations or situations where an epidemic or pandemic threatens a region of Canada could be investigated, in part, by undertaking statistical or scholarly research or study. Such investigations might, as an example, involve sharing Internet of Things sensor information that in aggregate is deeply revelatory of a person’s behaviours, inclusive of their political, medical, or sexual activities.\(^\text{232}\) Per section 35 of the *CPPA*, this kind of information could have been shared for the aforementioned reasons when they could not be achieved “without disclosing the information”\(^\text{233}\) or where it would be “impracticable to obtain consent”,\(^\text{234}\) so long as the “organization informs the Commissioner of the disclosure before the information is disclosed”\(^\text{235}\) These requirements would have encouraged the sharing of information and were not designed such that the Commissioner would have had to approve the disclosure before the research began or occurred. While the notification requirement would, positively, not have seen the Commissioner intrude into research processes, it would have had the effect of preventing individuals from knowing that their information had been disclosed, including to potentially facilitate statistical analyses they might have opposed (e.g., on the grounds that researchers could potentially create statistical models or machine-learning data sets or models that could negatively impact the individual’s life chances). The legislation also did not require the Commissioner to broadly publicize the regularity at which they were informed of such disclosures or for the Commissioner to publicize their responses in assessing the appropriateness of the disclosure itself. All of these deficits would have reified the pre-existing problems within *PIPEDA*, as they replicate legislative functions contained within the currently existent law.

In the case of disclosing a person’s de-identified personal information when doing so serves a socially beneficial purpose, which introduced new ways of handling individuals’ personal information in excess of what is currently permitted under *PIPEDA*, the individuals whose information would have been disclosed would not have needed to be notified of the activity, even if it were possible to do so. While the definition of ‘socially beneficial purpose’ in the *CPPA* was restricted to include purposes “related to health, the provision or improvement of public amenities or infrastructure, the protection of the environment” they could have been subsequently expanded to include, “any other prescribed
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\(^{233}\) *CPPA* (1st Reading), Section 35(a).

\(^{234}\) *CPPA* (1st Reading), Section 35(b).

\(^{235}\) *CPPA* (1st Reading), Section 35(c).
In effect, so long as information had been de-identified, it could have been shared to a government institution or a part of such an institution or a healthcare or post-secondary institution or a library or an organization mandated to carry out socially beneficial activities or “any other prescribed entity”. This provision had the potential to see information—which may be biased or have otherwise deleterious consequences on the specific individuals whose information was shared, the classes of individuals they were linked to, or the broader sub-populations with which they may have been associated—shared to develop policy responses or mathematical models, which themselves might be biased, in response to health emergencies.

In aggregate, under the CPPA, personal information might have been disclosed without individuals understanding how or why, so experts might understand a disease or address a health emergency. In many of the aforementioned cases, however, there was a significant lack of accountability or transparency around non-consensual data collection, use, and disclosure, which could endanger public trust in the models or health responses derived from such data. Notably, given that many of these legislative proposals were included in PIPEDA, it is already possible for private organizations to engage in a range of potentially deleterious activities with individuals’ personal information without obtaining their consent, or publicly certifying the necessity and proportionality of their non-consensual handling of individuals’ personal information. Further, in the case of assessments of how and to what end data may have been used under the CPPA, key questions of necessity, proportionality, and reasonableness were not directly engaged as conditions that must be satisfied prior to the more indiscriminate data-handling conditions being activated. How such data was to be used and from where it was to be collected assumes heightened importance in health emergencies, given that what is collected and how it is used can potentially lead to highly inequitable health policy responses. Such an outcome could have had the twofold effect of insufficiently addressing the given health emergency, while fanning flames of distrust in health response measures.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, a key lesson of the 2003 SARS pandemic and, thus far, of the COVID-19 pandemic in Canada has been that there are deficits in information sharing—which are not due to these activities being prohibited by privacy law—and inequitable mobilization of health resources such that those who have been least advantaged in society have borne the brunt of the health and economic fallout of COVID-19. This, broadly, calls into question the very need for further reification of non-consensual data collection, processing, and sharing of information to address health emergencies generally.

236  CPPA (1st Reading), Section 39(2).
237  CPPA (1st Reading), Section 39(1)(b)(iv).
5.3 - Required Principles for Law Reform

Privacy is not an absolute right in Canada or other jurisdictions, in that there are conditions under which rights to privacy may be legitimately abridged by private or public interests. This is especially true in the case of serious health emergencies that affect significant swaths of a jurisdiction’s population. As was discussed in section four, government officials will often handle data absent individuals’ consent so long as the collection, use, or subsequent disclosure pertains to a government agency’s mandates or functions, or on the basis that such activities are authorized under health or emergencies legislation. Furthermore, principles associated with contextual integrity, which recognize that individuals should be able to make decisions about how their data is used at the time of use instead of in advance of such uses, are recognized as opening pathways to using personal information for legitimate (and desirable) purposes while still empowering the individuals from whom the information is derived or obtained.

When the Canadian government handles personal information, it is, by necessity, guided by the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, as well as relevant legislation and case law that dictate how personal information can be legitimately handled. In contrast, private organizations are not guided by the same legal touchstones. One of the many reasons why governments have passed privacy and data protection legislation is to ensure that these organizations adhere to minimum standards of practice, which are, in some cases, either indirectly or directly informed by human rights commitments.

In the case of European countries, many of them have adopted data protection legislation that takes a human-rights-first approach. As such, their legislation is written such that businesses that handle European residents’ information are required to adhere to standards based on international human rights norms and principles. This is demonstrated throughout the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), wherein it is explicit that the privacy and data protection commitments imposed on private organizations are intended to secure a range of rights and freedoms. Recital 4 of the GDPR, as an example, attends to the importance of “the respect for private and family life, home and communications, the protection of personal data, freedom of thought, conscience and religion, freedom of expression and information, freedom to conduct a business, the right to an effective remedy and to a fair trial, and cultural, religious and linguistic diversity.”

Canada’s PIPEDA and the proposed CPPA, on the other hand, are largely predicated on different conceptual foundations. As a piece of consumer legislation, the CPPA did not...
assert that organizations’ handling of personal information was meant to be interpreted through a rights-based lens. As noted by Emily Laidlaw, “[c]onsumer privacy legislation that does not acknowledge the right to privacy is a glaring absence. It misses the elephant in the room in terms of the privacy threats we face, and fails to provide direction to the Privacy Commissioner, new Tribunal and courts that will be tasked with interpreting the provisions.”

Teresa Scassa similarly recognized that the CPPA failed “to address privacy as a human right” and, as such, it did not cohere with the organizing principles of the Convention 108+ that “puts human rights front and centre” as well as the GDPR, which also “directly acknowledges the human right to privacy, and links privacy to other human rights.”

Per Colin Bennett, privacy legislation does not need to include a human rights analysis to receive an European Union adequacy judgement, though he noted that it is “very puzzling” as to why the CPPA was framed through an explicit economic lens, given repeated calls by the Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada for reforms of federal commercial privacy legislation to be grounded in human rights.

Privacy is not an issue that pertains exclusively to individuals and that can be negotiated by consent-based contracting. Instead, it simultaneously engages individual and collective interests. A human-rights-based framing for privacy or data protection laws can serve to clarify these broader and often collective sets of rights, which are implicated in what are often cast as privacy-related disputes.

In the absence of clarity regarding the use of human rights norms and principles to interpret the CPPA, balancing competing interests would have been limited to those exclusively stated in the legislation. That is, where data was collected, used, or disclosed pursuant to a health incident or research, organizations would have been freer to share information than when they need to consider a broader set of rights that would mediate their handling of personal information. As noted by Scassa, federal privacy reform in Canada is clearly required given the volume, velocity, and variety of data that is being handled today. But such reforms must both recognize a fundamental right to privacy and acknowledge “the interrelationship between privacy and the right of individuals to exercise their other rights with autonomy and dignity.”
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Failure to both adopt a rights-based approach and delimit the range and rationales for which personal information might be collected, used, and disclosed creates a risk of an adequate framework to guide private organizations operating in Canada and an inability to empower Canadians to flourish in digitized societies. Had the CPPA been passed into law in its form at first reading, private organizations that handle European residents’ data would have been required to abide by European regulations (i.e., the GDPR) and, as such, would either be required to apply stronger European standards in their Canadian operations (i.e., capture both Europeans and Canadians under a common, more comprehensive, European regulatory umbrella) or applied the weaker Canadian regulations to Canadians’ personal information and the stronger protections to Europeans. In the latter case, they would have had the effect of creating a bifurcated system where Europeans enjoyed one high standard of protection and Canadians a lower standard of protection.\textsuperscript{244} Furthermore, creating a bifurcated international regulatory environment would have run the risk of increasing costs to Canadian organizations that operate internationally.\textsuperscript{245} The result of compelling organizations to make this decision would have been to either mitigate some of the influence of Canadian law if organizations simply adopted strong European privacy protections or to prevent residents of Canada from enjoying equivalent protections to residents of other leading Western democracies if companies opted to apply weaker privacy regulations to Canadians and stronger ones to non-Canadians. Indeed, given that \textit{PIPEDA} presently applies to Canadian organizations and its clauses would have been integrated into the \textit{CPPA}, Canadian organizations are already bearing the costs of making decisions concerning which privacy regulations apply to which consumers. Future federal Canadian privacy legislation should ensure that organizations can adopt strong, harmonized, privacy protections as opposed to once more reimposing the cost of deciding which customers receive which strong protections and which receive weak ones.

Absent the more comprehensive protections set out in the GDPR or other human-rights-based privacy legislation, Canadian residents may be less able to flourish should legislation such as the \textit{CPPA} ultimately be adopted, given that privacy is intractably entwined with freedoms of expression, association, religion, and more. Only by making clear that any assessment of the necessity and proportionality of an abridgement of privacy right must be made, based on a consideration of its impact on human rights, can


rule-making empower individuals and communities. In the case of health emergencies, such human-rights-based assessments are of particular importance given the need to ensure that emergency responses engender the trust of Canadians (citizens and residents alike) and respect the fundamental rights and freedoms as outlined in the Charter. As we have noted previously, trust is essential in producing positive public health outcomes. Developing a rights-based privacy legislation is a crucial step toward reassuring individuals and their communities that they can trust the organizations or institutions that are handling their data in response to a novel virus or other emergent health risks.

In addition to injecting a rights-based approach to privacy into legislation such as the CPPA, stronger accountability and transparency schemas need to be integrated to ensure that private organizations behave in full conformity with the meaning and intent of the legislation. Efforts to ensure greater transparency may take the form of publicly written declarations that are understandable to the general public and experts alike (e.g., regarding the ways in which personal data is collected, used, or disclosed without consent), while greater accountability may be achieved through a requirement to report activities to the Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada or its provincial counterparts, accompanied by the potential for sanctions if organizations intentionally misconstrue the authorizing legislation (or have made serious errors in the application of the law). The goal of such efforts would not be to unduly burden private organizations, but, instead, to ensure that they are responsible for the ways that they handle information and can be held accountable for accidental or malignant uses of personal data. In terms of using data without consent for health-related purposes (including in emergency situations), strengthening transparency and accountability mechanisms in the law could enhance Canadian residents belief that their personal information has been collected or used in accordance to the law, and, by extension, improve their trust in institutions that use their personal data as required to combat or mitigate the spread of disease.

5.4 - Conclusion

Canada’s Consumer Privacy Protection Act (CPPA) was introduced in November 2020 in the midst of the global COVID-19 pandemic and ultimately died on the Order Paper in August 2021. The bill included a range of situations where personal information could be collected, used, or disclosed without first obtaining an individual’s consent. Moreover, the legislation would not have relied on human rights norms and principles to set limits to how organizations might share information. It also did not empower the Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada to prevent or be required to authorize many of these non-consensual handlings of individuals’ information.

246 See Section 4.4 of this report.
While privacy has been noted in the past (e.g., in the aftermath of the 2003 SARS outbreak) as a potential inhibitor of data sharing in Canada, during the pandemic, reports and audits of the government’s own behaviour have not borne out this claim. However, had the CPPA (or its future legislative equivalent) been passed into law and subsequently used as a model to update privacy legislation that could receive a European adequacy assessment, other jurisdictions may have been incentivized to adopt similar legislation. The consequences of such adoptions may have included the further de-emphasis of consent-based and human rights-respecting privacy principles while simultaneously enabling businesses to use personal information in ways that are not transparent to the public and that are significantly unaccountable to government regulators. Consent-based frameworks cannot be the exclusive format for how personal information is managed but are arguably of heightened importance in situations where other legislative factors are not in place to limit potentially deleterious collections, uses, or disclosures of personal information in emergency situations.
6. Discussion

Governments in the United States, United Kingdom, and Canada scrambled to respond to the COVID-19 pandemic. When information about how the disease spread or presented symptoms was uncertain, these governments, along with the private sector, regularly sought to derive insights from existing stores of data and to establish new techniques for collecting and analyzing data. Private stakeholders played a major role throughout the pandemic response. In addition to collecting, assessing, and sharing data they collected, some of these stakeholders functionally set the terms for smartphone-based location surveillance to curb the virus’ spread. In the three countries examined in this report, an ongoing concern with the protection of fundamental human rights, in particular privacy rights, was seen as both a potential hindrance to data collection and as a way to encourage trust in government actions to mitigate the disease. At the same time, in Canada, the pandemic has cast into relief how privacy law reform may affect how private and public organizations can collect, use, or disclose personal information in a future health emergency.

In this part of the report, we briefly address some of the broader themes that cut across the report and how the processes of personal information collection, legal conceptions of privacy, and privacy law reform may all have effects on future responses to health emergencies.

6.1 - Redistribution of Power Between States and Private Organizations

States have historically led data collection efforts when combating health emergencies and have used collected data to help direct state responses. The current COVID-19 pandemic is no exception. State agencies continued to play their traditional roles in collecting information that was subsequently used to try and mitigate the spread of COVID-19. And, as in past health emergencies, private organizations provided surveillance and logistical support. There have, however, been instances during the COVID-19 pandemic that indicated a shift in the abilities of both states or private organizations to collect and present information.

In the case of contact-tracing and exposure-notification applications, the Google Apple Exposure Notification (GAEN) framework has become the default in the three countries, even when states initially sought to leverage mobile devices to more actively collect information in support of their pandemic responses. The United Kingdom, as an example, deployed a non-GAEN application at the outset of the pandemic, but the government was ultimately forced to transition to an application that was GAEN-compliant. States, cities, and universities in the United States created their own applications, some of which were
GAEN-compliant, while others were not. Meanwhile, in Canada, the province of Alberta declined to adopt a GAEN-compliant application, and although most of the rest of Canada did ultimately adopt a GAEN-compliant application, the actual efficacy of the Canadian application, COVID Alert, remains uncertain at the time of writing.

Governments around the world reportedly tried to encourage Google and Apple to modify the GAEN framework to facilitate contact tracing instead of providing just exposure notification. At no point, however, were governments successful in advancing their case.247 Apple and Google were likely resistant to a more surveillance-capable framework for fear that it could be used by some non-rights respecting governments (e.g., Bahrain or Kuwait248) to harm their customers, and while this is a laudable aim, the fact remains that a mode of technological health-related surveillance was denied on the basis of private organizations’ fiat. At the same time, however, the GAEN-compliant applications represented a novel way of attempting to collect a massive amount of data in a privacy protective way and a process that saw private organizations modify the most popular smartphone operating systems in the world to facilitate this new form of opt-in, decentralized, mass surveillance.

The significance of private partners was made even more pronounced as governments increasingly relied upon these partners to organize and interpret data to guide and evaluate pandemic countermeasures. In some cases, reliance on private partners involved governments compelling information from private telecommunications companies (e.g., the case of O2 and EE in the United Kingdom), whereas in other situations, companies like Google or mobile advertising data brokers provided information that they insisted was anonymized and could be used to indicate the efficacy of mobility restrictions. It remains to be seen just how useful these disclosures were in informing policy development. Nevertheless, what is notable is that international companies that collect incredible volumes of data about individuals in the course of their regular operations clearly recognized the ability to transform consumer movement insights (e.g., Google Mobility Trends) to health surveillance insights and, also, disclosed at least some of this information. Whereas previously, such information may have been more discrete as it


was held by governments and pertained principally to specific national localities, this information is now held by global companies who have access to massive subsets of humanity’s movement and communications records and patterns. While these companies’ willingness to share that information may have been helpful, it was demonstrative of the value of data held by private firms, showcased the data collection and governance relationship between private and public organizations, and revealed the first time that communications infrastructure was broadly seen as a source of data that could be used to respond to a global health emergency.

In aggregate, our limited exploratory assessment of data collection processes raises at least two areas to which future policymakers should attend. First, policymakers should assess the extent to which contact tracing, exposure notification, and other forms of digital health surveillance should continue to be dictated (or even driven principally) by private organizations, which have global networks that can be leveraged for surveillance. Second, policymakers should assess the roles that private stakeholders should continue to play in presenting information to the government that they have collected versus government officials, themselves, interpreting collected data. To what extent will an ongoing relationship, characterized by public institutions receiving information without necessarily framing what is to be collected, or how and under what conditions, persist? Relatedly, what might a focus on digital modes of health data collection mean for populations with reduced access to Internet connectivity? This is a significant concern, given that the current COVID-19 pandemic has accentuated the impact of the digital divide. If populations are disadvantaged due to their limited access to digital networks, there is a risk that present digital public health policies and the public-private partnerships they depend on may further accentuate existing inequities.

While governments have raised significant concerns about the power and capabilities of digital technology companies during the COVID-19 pandemic, these capabilities were already on the rise well before the pandemic began. Companies such as Google and Apple arguably acted within the scope of law and ostensibly in the interests of their customers, though they came to decisions about their users in excess of the decisions that governments had made about the residents in their sovereign territories. While we hesitate to state that this is entirely unprecedented—as opposed to a part of a continuum of influence that these companies possessed prior to the pandemic—it certainly suggests a significant reification of the pre-existing power dynamics. The GAEN framework by
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Google and Apple may ultimately be regarded as yet another example in a long list of examples of corporate influence over how governments make decisions while, at the same time, representing an entirely novel kind of privacy-protective and decentralized mass surveillance. In aggregate, the activities undertaken by private organizations throughout the COVID-19 pandemic indicate a need to rearticulate the power relationship between states and private organizations, especially given that states have the responsibility to protect the health and security of their citizens and resident populations.

6.2 - Real Time Digital Epidemiological Experimentation

COVID-19 is the first pandemic where a significant proportion of those living in the relatively affluent countries that we examined possessed mobile phones with contemporary smartphone operating systems. Government and non-government stakeholders alike theorized that leveraging mobile phones to assist in epidemiological surveillance or notification could help to combat the spread of COVID-19. In countries such as South Korea and China, existing consumer and health services were quickly repurposed to help trace potential exposures to COVID-19.\(^{251}\) Singapore created its own smartphone application that was initially heralded as an important element of their response to COVID-19.\(^{252}\) These early adoptions of digital technology to combat the COVID-19 pandemic, along with recognition of how widely mobile phones were distributed, led to expectations that affluent governments would similarly develop applications to help mitigate the spread of the virus. The issue, however, was that applications had never previously been developed and deployed on a mass scale, which was presumably needed to combat a global pandemic.

The COVID-19 pandemic, therefore, represented the first opportunity to determine the efficacy of applications in informing public health officials, assisting contact tracers, or facilitating exposure notification. At the time of writing, it remains unclear what conditions must be met for applications like those reliant on the GAEN framework to effectively


reduce the spread of COVID-19—though some early publications suggest the United Kingdom saw fewer cases due to residents’ use of the applications,\textsuperscript{253} while other recommendations have also emerged.\textsuperscript{254} Nonetheless, there have been no firmly established determinations of efficacy in the United States or Canada.\textsuperscript{255}

In addition to contact tracing and exposure notifications, other experiments that assessed movement of individuals were, at least in part, designed to showcase the effectiveness of mobility restrictions. However, the actual public assessment of this data often left unclear why mobility restrictions were sometimes ineffective in limiting movement amongst some communities but still led to arguments that policies to limit mobility were ineffective. For example, when essential workers had to continue travelling extended distances to get to work, their mobility patterns tended to persist as they travelled to their places of work, despite the mobility restrictions that generally applied to populations. These mobility patterns of essential workers were sometimes used to demonstrate the ineffective implementation of mobility restrictions more broadly, as opposed to facilitating nuanced understanding of why some mobility waned because restrictions applied to some, but not all, segments of society (e.g., mobility restrictions did not affect essential workers). Relatedly, when private organizations were responsible for communicating when mobility had (or had not) diminished, their decisions on what constituted excessive movement could have policy implications. The assessments of mobility information, and evaluations of whether individuals or groups were moving too far or too frequently, could have particularly significant impacts for how policymakers interpreted the efficacy of their policies when private firms created their own rules for what constituted excessive mobility, potentially even where they were in excess of formal mobility rules laid down by governments.\textsuperscript{256} The result, in total, has been that public and private organi-


\textsuperscript{256} In Canada, as an example, journalistic reporting from the Toronto Star often assessed the regularity at which people were increasing their average mobility, as defined as moving beyond 500m from their home. Ontario lacked a legal requirement that compelled individuals to remain in their home or within 500m of their place of residence. Despite this lack of strict government directive, whenever individuals ventured more than 500m to get groceries, go for a state-recommended walk, or partake in outdoor recreation more generally they were identified as undertaking excessive movement, with the implication that such movement was partially responsible for the exponential spread of COVID-19 in the population. For more, see: Jennifer Yang, Kate Allen, and Andrew Bailey. (2020). “What cellphone mobility data can teach us about why lockdown might not be working, and what to expect from the holidays,” Toronto Star. Available at: https://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2020/12/13/what-cellphone-
izations alike have leveraged existing sensor networks and pools of data in their efforts to combat COVID-19, and sometimes, they have done so in ways that have not been concretely connected to demonstrated efficacy.

In the absence of pre-existing data and efficacy measurements due to novel health emergencies, we are not suggesting that technological experimentation should not take place. However, the ability to leverage vast volumes of data at population levels, which may guide public health policy decisions, reinforces the need for context-sensitivity and proper safeguards when it comes to conducting such experimentations. Moreover, given that negative health outcomes linked to COVID-19 are often associated with the social determinants of health (e.g., gender, socio-economic position, race/ethnicity, Indigeneity, and homelessness),\textsuperscript{257} technological experimentation should be undertaken with care so that outcomes do not worsen already uneven access to healthcare and health services, or worsen the deficient social structures that make it challenging for individuals to live safely in the middle of health emergencies (e.g., availability of sick pay or sick days, rent forbearance or holidays, moratorium on evictions, and others). Relatiedly, any expansion to what constitutes ‘health data’ must be assessed by considering the biases that may be built into the data. Specifically, we must consider what is being measured, how it is being measured, and who is being measured, and how must the measured data be overlaid with socio-economic information that can offer context to policy-makers. In other words, while technological or policy experimentation in a crisis may be required, such experiments should not be left solely or principally to technologists or engineers, nor should private organizations be permitted to disclose data prior to it having been assessed for inequities or bias that might otherwise provide problematic and inequitable policy guidance. At the time of writing, retroactive analyses of the consequences of these experiments remain to be written and issued. But the inherent dangers of these experiments will almost certainly persist until efforts are made to expose and address biases built into technologies that are launched or applied in emergency situations.


6.3 - The Public Law versus Public Norms of Obtaining Health Information

At the outset of the COVID-19 pandemic, civil liberties organizations, government regulators and privacy commissioners, and academics acknowledged that privacy was not an absolute right and that privacy laws were not meant or expected to inhibit pandemic response. At the same time, privacy laws and regulations require government organizations to demonstrate that any effort to infringe upon individuals’ rights was necessary and proportionate. Government’s ability to obtain individuals’ data over the course of the pandemic shifted because of the use of emergencies laws and elements of pre-existing health laws.

The role of consent in privacy legislation has been debated in the past decade, resulting in an understanding that the so-called ‘barrier’ concept of privacy—where privacy shields individuals from others—is often unaligned with the contextual applications of privacy to facilitate social and community life. Nonetheless, the ‘right to be let alone’ has often been understood by the public as what privacy means and, as such, any intrusion past the ‘barrier’ is popularly regarded as constituting an infringement of rights, regardless of the rationale for the infringement (e.g., as part of a broader response to combating a health emergency).

When individuals have been presented with opportunities to use smartphone applications to potentially facilitate exposure notification, such as in the United States and Canada, they often declined to do so. In practice, some residents of Canada maintained that their rights would somehow be infringed (often based on nebulous understandings
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259 COVID-19 Exposure Notification App Advisory Council. (2021). “Interim report on social and economic determinants of app adoption, retention and use,” Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada. Available at: https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/icgc.nsf/eng/07716.html#s5.2.1; Eszter Hargittai, Elissa M. Redmiles, Jessica Vitak, and Michael Zimmer. (2020). “Americans’ willingness to adopt a COVID-19 tracking app: The role of app distributor,” First Monday 25(11); Rolfe Winkler. (2020). “More States Offer Covid-19 Contact-Tracing Apps, but Adoption Is Uneven,” Wall Street Journal. Available at: https://www.wsj.com/articles/more-states-offer-covid-19-contact-tracing-apps-but-adoption-is-uneven-11605974401. As of early July 2021, the COVID Alert application had been downloaded approximately 6,500,000 times, indicating that of the approximately 32 million Canadians over the age of 15, at most slightly more than 20% had downloaded the application (it is unclear how many individuals downloaded the application to multiple devices they may have owned, or re-downloaded the application if they had deleted it at some point). There is no available information that indicates the precise number of people who installed the application, had it in operation, or who kept it installed after downloading and configuring it.
of government actions), or they doubted the efficacy of the applications, or they lacked trust in the institutions that had developed them, and thus, they declined to volunteer even minimal amounts of personal information.260

In part, due to an unwillingness of individuals to share their personal information, health laws and emergency laws include provisions that enable government agencies to obtain, use, and disclose personal information without first obtaining individuals’ consent. Instances where this occurs, however, are regularly viewed with skepticism. This distrust is partly informed by historical cases of mistreatments by the health and medical professions, non-consensual medical experimentation, and the repurposing of ‘beneficent’ technologies to accentuate social inequities, all of which led to opposition against governmental collection or obtainment of classes of personal information or modes of data collection and use.261 While opposition to the collection of personal information during a health emergency is not new,262 the unwillingness of some individuals, such as those in Canada, to use an application that is designed to minimally collect information and serve only to warn individuals of their potential proximity to persons who have been infected with COVID-19, speaks to the gap between the law as written and trust in the institutions empowered by those laws. Public health measures depend on the population trusting those leading the interventions, and the case of Canada’s COVID Alert app suggests that trust is lacking even when it comes to the public installing privacy-protective applications on their devices, let alone on the use of the more intrusive measures that may also have been available to state agencies.


6.4 - Health Surveillance in a Consumer Privacy World

Legislatures have continued to operate during the pandemic and have assessed the extent to which privacy laws have enabled or impeded private organizations’ abilities to respond to the pandemic by undertaking their own data collection, understanding, or disclosure, and they have determined how laws have affected government responses to the pandemic. Many governments, including the Canadian government, have also had to reform laws in advance of forthcoming European Union privacy law assessments while generally updating outmoded privacy laws. In the Canadian case, Parliament introduced a consumer-focused privacy legislation, the Consumer Privacy Protection Act (CPPA) in November 2020, which would update elements of existing law (the Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act) while also reifying other elements of it in the proposed statutory framework.

A key element of the CPPA would have reshaped consent-based frameworks that have operated as the publicly understood theoretical underpinning for privacy law. Specifically, while consent provisions exist, the CPPA would have expanded the range of activities that private organizations could undertake to collect, use, or disclose personal information without first obtaining consent. The non-consensual use or collection of personal information was not constrained by a human rights-respecting framework, so broader social interests would not have served to discipline or restrict how such non-consensual collections, uses, or disclosures were conducted by private organizations.

Operationally, the risk that legislation such as the CPPA poses in Canada and in other jurisdictions that adopt a similar legislative approach is that it would worsen the existing distrust in private and public bodies when it comes to their handling of individuals’ personal information. Without establishing that human rights norms and principles are the lens through which privacy reforms are applied, the regulators and courts tasked with administering and adjudicating the law will be limited in how they interpret the law, for example, on the right to privacy. In a health emergency context, the absence of such a framing creates a real risk that private organizations would be challenged in obtaining the trust of the individuals whom they collect information from. As a result, the outcomes of their collections, uses, or disclosures of information may be seen as inherently problematic by the very communities whom the organization’s work may be meant to benefit. More broadly, this distrust could cause policy or medical interventions to be cast into disrepute with the effect of eroding the trust that is needed between health systems and the population to mitigate the health emergencies. While a human rights framework alone cannot ameliorate all of these trust and privacy concerns, such a framework can establish more robust safeguards that can be communicated to those...
whose information is collected, used or disclosed, and it could potentially alleviate some of the major risks or concerns.

If legislation similar to the CPPA is not grounded in human rights and if this model of legislation is ultimately deemed adequate by the European Union, it could serve as a novel way for nations to handle European residents’ information. Perhaps most significantly, should legislation like the CPPA be adopted, it might set the course for how certain kinds of non-consensually collected health-related data can be used, potentially in variance with countries that have adopted a more robust, rights-based approach to privacy. Should this transpire, bifurcated regions might emerge where different classes of health or medical research could be conducted based on the CPPA’s frameworks. While bifurcated markets for privacy and different rules on how information can be used for health research are not new, the act of deliberately creating a non-rights-driven legislation at a time when rights-based legislation is becoming the global norm would stand as a highly noteworthy decision, which would likely have long-term consequences as nations around the world reform their privacy legislation on right-based grounds.
7. Conclusion

Public health crises have often led public and private organizations to marshal all of their available resources to understand and mitigate the source of the crisis. During the COVID-19 pandemic, governments and private organizations used a host of technologically mediated systems to collect information about populations and their behaviours in efforts to curb the spread of the disease. Despite privacy rights having been regarded as an impediment to states’ responses to COVID-19, an analysis of Canada’s response to the pandemic has revealed that privacy, health, and emergencies legislation broadly created a legislative web that enabled the collection, use, and disclosure of personal information to mitigate the virus’ spread. Additionally, new legislation, the Consumer Privacy Protection Act (CPPA), introduced by Canada’s federal government would have further broadened the capacity of private organizations to non-consensually collect, use, and disclose personal information in future responses to health emergencies if it had been passed into law.

This report, “Pandemic Privacy: A preliminary analysis of collection technologies, data collection laws, and legislative reform during COVID-19,” showcases that, with regards to the technologies and jurisdictions examined, the processes of collecting personal information cohere with past trends while simultaneously bringing into relief the sheer influence and power of private organizations and their potential to repurpose personal information en masse. While private organizations have had significant roles in combating health emergencies for some time, the ability of technology companies to strongly influence how digital epidemiological surveillance can be conducted is arguably a notable and concerning expression of their power, regardless of the positive intentions that may have driven these corporate decisions. At the same time, the COVID-19 pandemic has showcased how contemporary digital communications technologies can be utilized in ways not previously foreseen, with the effect of expanding the aperture of how technologies may be used to conduct surveillance. At the same time, governments’ information technology systems in the Canadian context have continued to be a problem. Rather than privacy legislation inhibiting government responses, it has been a failure of the government to prepare or plan for a pandemic or to learn from past lessons that have significantly stymied responses. If one of the positive elements of federalist systems of government is to enable divergent policy experiments amongst provinces, the pandemic has shown that most such experiments have largely been unsuccessful. Unfortunately, rather than develop legislation to enhance or maintain the privacy of personal information, including that which pertains to an individual’s health or that is used in the service of health research, the Canadian federal government chose an approach that would further diminish the expectations of privacy that the country’s residents might have regarding their personal information when it introduced the CPPA.
As we release this report, the COVID-19 pandemic continues around the world, including in the jurisdictions we studied. Only the earliest assessments of how collected data was analyzed or used have begun. However, in focusing principally on the collection of data, it is apparent that private actors have, in the digital space, inhibited some governments’ abilities and desired objectives during a public health crisis. Governments, like those in the United States, United Kingdom, and Canada, have not been completely ineffectual, but neither were they as efficacious as they might have desired in times of crisis. Despite government efforts to prepare, legislatively-speaking, for these situations (e.g., by modifying health laws or creating emergencies legislation), the agencies responsible for pandemic response have often been uncoordinated or overwhelmed. The solution is arguably not to further diminish privacy rights, which are needed to garner public trust, but to strengthen such rights while also bolstering the capabilities of government agencies and private organizations to coordinate and properly respond to emergencies. Governments must also be able to effectively work with private actors during emergencies.

This report was motivated, in part, to assess the extent to which governmental and private actions undertaken during the course of the pandemic were truly ‘unprecedented’. In the course of undertaking this assessment, we evaluated the use of data collection technologies; the supposed impediments raised by privacy rights; and the introduction of new privacy laws during the pandemic to enable data collection, use, or sharing. Ultimately, our conclusion is that while many of the technologies themselves do follow a historical trajectory, at the same time, the repurposing of communications infrastructures and personal electronic devices to combat pandemics have revealed new sources of data that future governments might use in grappling with health emergencies. The sufficiency of the privacy, transparency, and accountability systems linked to the repurposing of this personal information remain in question. At the same time, the availability of contemporary digital infrastructures has often been linked to the willingness of private companies to assist governments, showcasing the influence of private organizations in guiding what data can be collected, the conditions under which it is disclosed, and ways in which it can be used. Ultimately, while we found that the uses of technologies were linked to historical efforts to combat the spread of disease, the nature and extent of private surveillance to enable public action was arguably unprecedented.

The laws that were employed in Canada to respond to the pandemic were not new, but they were passed in the aftermath of the 2003 SARS outbreak and so were meant to ensure governments were well equipped, legislatively, to respond to health crises such as the COVID-19 pandemic. The failure of government agencies to use these laws effectively in responding to health emergencies is sadly not unprecedented, but it is similar to the ineffective response to the SARS outbreak. Privacy has not impeded government responses, meaning that future reviews, commissions, and inquiries will likely repeat the questions (and, potentially, answers) that were raised in the aftermath of the SARS outbreak.
Finally, Canada’s introduction of privacy legislation during a pandemic that could have further diminished the privacy rights of Canadians was not in itself new, given trends of governments to erode the right to privacy around the world. However, if a flawed law such as the CPPA serves as a template for other jurisdictions, it would further set back the privacy protections applied to data that is collected, used, or disclosed without consent for health-related purposes. It remains to be seen just how such legislation might be exercised should a version of it ultimately pass into law, but if it is, such legislation could both reify existent, and arguably overly permissive, ways that private organizations can collect, use, or disclose information for health-related purposes in Canada, while also opening the door to collections, uses, and disclosures in excess of those that are contemplated in existing federal legislation. Therefore, a law that bears resemblance to the CPPA might enable truly unprecedented ways of handling and making use of personal information in the future. It will be up to legislators, advocacy groups, and residents of Canada alike to engage with government and private organizations to ensure that any such uses do not promote or deepen the inequities that have characterized responses to COVID-19 thus far, and it will be up to their international counterparts to assess whether Canada’s legislative experiment should be followed or avoided.